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****************************************************************

Part 1

"There are two types of truths in this world. The first one tells us about the reality of the world, and is usually called science. It defines how we use the world around us and is the means by which we achieve control over the forces of nature."

"The second type of truth is a fiction, built under the cover ideology, allowing us to manipulate perceptions and minds, and it is that truth which truly guides supposedly intelligent minds to action."

"If I give you a gun that is loaded, and tell you a villain is coming through the door to kill you, you may not believe me, even if it is the first type of truth. But if instead of giving you a gun, I show you an image of the villain in question hurting someone, then you may ask for the gun yourself for defense. Context is the key to telling one truth apart from the other."

"The metaheroines of Eve City are that truth, and it is why we had to act. Not because they are the first type, but because they are second, the most insidious and dangerous one. As for the government, the public opinion and the officials, I just made the truth what I wanted it to be, in order to achieve my ends. That is why I won, in the end. Because truth is indistinguisable from itself."

There was applause in the room as the speech ended. Some were genuinely impressed, others simply wanted to move on to other things, but everyone applauded. It would have been dangerous not to. Everyone had seen what the new Doctor of Villainy could achieve, and most knew what he could do if he was not pleased with someone.

Almost everyone who had been involved in the capture and sequestration of the heroines of Eve City was there, staring at the giant screen where the face of the doctor was projected. Many had actually never met him before, so for them it was a chance to meet their employer, face-to-face if you would. He was by no means impressive nor very good-looking. Balding head with a light fuzzy graying beard, reading glasses, relaxed features. His mind was truly his greatest asset. They could also, for the first time, see the extent of his reach by looking at their allies in this fight, everyone the Doctor of Villainy had managed to include in the plan.

First in line, the doctor's second-in-command, was the Smith. Covered in burn scars from head to toe, he wore dark pants and boots, and his body (chest, arms and hands) was covered in some kind of transparent plastic which kept his remaining flesh from flopping. He wore a full helmet of metal, with a breather apparatus and a visor to help filter light. Most knew that, early on, he had been exposed to direct fragments of the meteorite and the radiation had melted some of his flesh off. He was also a technician, formerly employed by professor Zzyzx, and had designed most of the toys used by the doctor of Villainy (whose expertise was less technical and more on biology and genetics).

Intercept was next. An android of some kind, a combined design from the doctor of Villainy and the Smith, he was the epitome of the combat model. Built for bursts of speed, he was able to litterally intercept almost any power aimed at him as long as he knew it was coming, if only for a fraction of a second. As usual, he was topless, with dark pants and boots, with short black hair and a facemask of red and white, with a complex design on it. All those who had seen him operate were very aware of his capabilities. They all knew, now, that Intercept had been sold to the Matarota clan for the operation's financing, with mental programs designed to bring him back to the fold once the triggers were in place.

The leader of the Green Ninjas, formerly known as Green-Ninja-One, was also there, alongside with his counterpart from the Pirates of 6th avenue, Captain 6th. Both were dressed very differently, their equipment and suits much improved thanks to the Smith's technology.

Green-Ninja-One was now wearing a hi-tech suit that resembled a riot armor, but the polymer it was made of kept it extremely flexible. He had switched his colors from bright green to variants of dark green, and still wore a mask over the bottom half of his face. He was bald, save from a pony tail coming out the back of his head. His weapons were new as well, a diamond-coated katana and wakizashi set. More importantly, although that change was not aesthetic, he had abandoned his previous title, and would now be known as The Dark-Ninja.

Captain 6th, while keeping his name, had also traded in his traditional pirate look for something more practical. While still clad in black and leather, it was now more akin to body armor. His vest was still open, revealing an impressive set of muscles. He had also trimmed his hair and beard, still long but made presentable. Finally, the Smith had upgraded his weapons as well, trading in his blunderbuss for a more modern energy blaster with multiple settings, and a curved stun sword to replace his melee weapon.

Holly Heartess, one of the newest criminals on site, was giddy from all the excitement, hopping about in her skin-tight light brown halter top and sports bottom, with darker brown stripes around its edges, gloves, boots and mask of dark brown completing the ensemble, with her dark brown hair loose today. She still had her rope belt wrapped multiple times around her waist, but it was new as well, reinforced from the inside with a metal filament making it unbreakable by normal standards. Going from rags to villainess, she had transitioned into her role very smoothly. A few injections of meteorite-infected liquids had enhanced her physical skills, but also made her somewhat crazy - crazier than she had been before, at any rate.

A little behind everyone, staying in the shadows, was the singer formerly now as Yuka Chan, now using only her public alter ego Gala. She was a freak, mutated from a serum dilated from genetic material extracted from meta-rapist Jack Kurt, who had died in prison and whose body the doctor of Villainy had spoken. Even to her allies, she inspired disgust, or at least they knew to keep away from her. Still endowed with the velte silhouette from her previous life, thin waist and gorgeous curves, her arms and legs were bulkier than they should be. Her skin was leathery in appearance even though it had kept the same color of her asian origin. Her fingers extended as if they had another phalanx, and now ended in nails that looked like claws. She was wearing a loose bottom which hid as best as it could her unnatural endowment and a dark bikini top to cover her breasts, where multiple scars still showed going in all directions. Yet her face, despite its wicked grin, was still that of the young singer who had delighted millions over the past few years. And her 'friends' as she called them, the telepathically controlled flying snakes, were invisible at the moment, hidden from perception via their cloaking ability, but ever present at her side. What they were, truly, only the Doctor of Villainy knew, and he kept that information very much a secret.

Most were stunned to see that Sargeant Black, aka Natasha Volnikov, former Russian spy and comet-powered villainess, had also joined the party. She wore her traditional one-piece body suit with supporting harness for her equipment, guns and tools. Her eyes were hidden behind her traditional rounded reddish visor, her short cropped red hair rounding her delicious face. Many had not known that she was directly involved until she had showed on their doorstep but, as intermediary for the Blue Soldiers, it eventually made sense to everyone. Many of the Blue soldiers were former Russian or European men-at-arms, and she often recruited them for operations.

Girl-Zero rounded up the villainous team. She wore the same suit as before, black and white with black boots up to her shins, black gloves up to her elbows, a white swimsuit-like bottom and top with a diamond shape on her belly, highlighting a pierced belly button; her cleavage was low, supported only by two thin straps on each shoulder. Her black head mask hid her hair completely, only exposing her mouth and chin. She stood stoically, and everyone could tell that she was of asian origin, but which denomination escaped them. She had left behind, after the heroines' capture, her Girls-Nine. She could always start over and, clearly, they had failed in their duties.

"Of course," added the doctor of Villainy, "none of this would have been possible without the help of my favorite assistant, Carla Moran, now known as Prototype."

In she walked, gorgeous and powerful, drawing everyone's gaze to her as she marched to join the ranks of the villains. Since her betrayalf of Andromeda, she had gone back to her original costume which was clearly very much to her advantage : a black string bikini with matching top (although the cloth was reinforced), long black gloves going past her elbows, long thigh-hight black boots. Her hair was black with strand of grey. Her gaze was cold, and she did not smile. The villains applauded her before the mastermind behind the ordeal continued.

"Carla Moran was the tool I needed to get into the minds of our heroines, you see. The perfect decoy to put just the right amount of confusion in their minds."

Captain 6th, examining the gorgeous newcomer with only one idea in mind, turned to the Doctor and spoke up in his strange pirate accent.

"So I suppose this is the part where ya tell us about the master plan and how it came about, right?"
"You are correct, Captain. Now that all our enemies are down, I can go into detail. And it all starts with my death, last year... Andromeda had escaped, thanks to the emotional weakness of the previous Carla Moran. As the Smith knows, I was trying to develop a synthetic liquid which I could use to place our heroines into storage more permanently, keeping them alive as trophies without the energy costs entailed in stasis pods, where they are being kept now. Well, while escaping from Andromeda, I fell into my own pit of molten metal. My own fault really, for not putting a lid on it. In any even, I died - or at least, I thought I did. As my former base crumbled around me, I gained awareness of my surroundings and was able to interact with the remaining circuitry in my computers. I connected myself to my mainframe through this virtual representation and uploaded my mind into the machine."
"So you're still dead?" Sgt Black concluded.
"In a manner of speaking, yes. But the me you see, this computer, is actually constructed from the synthetic liquid that I designed. Months after my supposed death, I was able to start molding the metal and started rebuilding my base."
"So," the Captain continued, "you're telling me this is the same base that was destroyed last year?"
"No. It is a new base built on the remains of the old one."

It was Dark-Ninja who spoke next.

"A commendable structure, and impressive feat, Doctor."
"Thank you for the respect, Dark-Ninja. From then on, it was a matter of rebuilding my network. I managed to contact the Smith, last October."

The Smith spoke in turn, his voice carried over and filtered by the voice module in his helmet, making it sound electronic.

"I was overjoyed at the return of my master, and we hatched out a plan to get our revenge and achieve our goal."

It was Girl-Zero who asked the next question.

"Who is Carla Moran, really?"
"She is two individuals, actually. The form you see belongs to the one who was a stout defender of the heroine cause when they first started to emerge. You see, my own apprentice, the young scientist who unfortunately betrayed me when she let Andromeda escape, bore not only the same name - they were actually cousins. Whom you see here is Carla Rebecca Moran. The technician who worked for me was Julia Carla Moran, but both went by the name Carla in their official papers. The coincidence was too signifiant for me not to take advantage of it, especially when I learned about the rape that Julia was submitted to. She was walking home after a meeting of her fellow heroine supporters when a gang of thugs, knowing who she supported, jumped her and raped her, all nine of them. They left her for dead, and Andromeda never came for her. I found her in the hospital, took her in and gave her an opportunity to grow."

As he gave the story, subtle expressions made their way onto Prototype's face, but nothing else was said.

"When the other Carla Moran died at the hands of my men, she was lost to me. But returning to sentience and becoming one with the computer, I looked into my stasis pods and I found her, still alive, maintained. And that's when I knew I could get to Andromeda, through this double person. It was just a matter of modifying her genetic code so she could imprint herself upon Andromeda. Watching their love-making from Prototype's eyes was truly... enjoyable."

Almost everyone in the room laughed, save from Gala and Prototype herself. The Smith took over conversation.

"We placed Intercept with the Matarota once we finished his design; he would keep a distant watch on Eve City and its criminal activities. When the Ninja and Pirate gangs started quarelling, we knew your troops could be useful in the battle - even if they had to be sacrificed."
"Who cares about them!" yelled out Captain 6th. "More bounty for me alone."
"While I am sad to know that my fellow warriors are in custody," added Dark-Ninja, "all ninjas are expandable as part of their nature. Only the mission matters."
"I am glad there are no hard feelings then, " the Doctor of Villainy stated.

"What about the Mistress?" sneered Gala. "Why isn't she here? Didn't she have a role in this?"
"The Mistress was a great asset to our cause," answered the Smith, "but her interests lie elsewhere. She has grown bored of heroines and has returned to her politics in Washington D.C. Besides, she has already been rewarded with Lieutenant Liberty."

Sargeant Black intervened, looking a little sad.

"A shame. I really wanted another crack at her before she got brainwashed."
"And the silver-masked man?" inquired Holly. "What's up with him, I mean, uh...you?"
"A faceless enemy," replied the Doctor of Villainy over the screen. "One that could be killed and come back, to cast confusion over his identity. The bodies are cast-offs, failed experiments while we were perfecting Intercept, that ended up being useful in the long run. Never waste a resource."

Sargeant Black continued with another question, one that everyone was asking silently.

"So... we won. The Blue soldiers are paid and got their reward. When we do we get ours?"

It was the Smith who answered.

"Right now, Sargeant."

The face of the Doctor of Villainy disappeared from the screen and in its place, a projection of all the captured heroines, held in stasis behind a shimmering transparent field, naked and restrained (with neutralizing collars for the empowered metas). They were all there, an uncanny sight if there ever was one, in no particular order : Andromeda, Flare, Flechettte, Gem, Ghost, Ms Dynamo, Plasma, Radio Wave, Ricochet, Silverstreak, Solara, Zephyr, the Star-Spangled Girl, KnightHawk; as well as those of the vigilante league that had fought in the park, Ms Avenger, Cowgirl, Felina, Shuriken, Sporty, Hopegirl, Pinkette, Citrine and Bodyglove.

There was an addition to the stasis pod; the villains could see metal tubes plugged into the heroine's mouths and pussies. The Smith, seeing their inquisitive faces, explained.

"As soon as we unpacked them from the craft and placed them in the containment room, we plugged their bodies into the monitoring systems. That way, we can track their vitals and make sure they are kept... alive. The tubes also pour regular doses of Angel Dust into their system..."

It was Holly's turn to ask something, and she raised her hand, fidgeting on the spot to be called out.

"Yes, Holly?"
"umm... doesn't repeated exposure make someone immune to Angel Dust? That's what is said on the street."
"That is true for regular Angel Dust, but this type is different... Observe."

The Smith moved to a computer panel and tapped in a few keys; the shimmering stasis field over each pod dissipated, and the girls stated shaking and quaking. Turning up sound from the room, moaning and muffled yelps reached the villain's ears; the tubes inside the women's pussies started undulating. The villains observed with fascination the heroines being molested and stimulated in their pods, completely overwhelmed by the pleasure provided by the devices as much as from the Angel Dust in their systems. Orgasms came quickly, almost completely muffled by the tubes inside the heroine's mouths.

"I gotta get me some of that!" called out Captain 6th.
"You will. The intentional idea was for you to get one heroine to play with, but given their numbers, and there's seven of you... there's twenty-two of them, so you can each have two to play with - for a time."
"I only want one," grinned Gala.
"I'll take her one extra!" stated Captain 6th.
"Now, Captain, don't be greedy. You can each have one as a start, and then call out the second one. Except Andromeda. She belongs to the Doctor."

No one argued the point.

"I want random!" yelled out Holly.
"Patience, young woman," replied the Smith.

He turned to everyone, motioned them to be quiet for a moment. They complied. He turned the sound of the heroines being violated off, allowing himself to think.

"We will all call out one of the heroines we want, in the order I call you out. Do not call out of turn or you will lose that opportunity."

Everyone understood. The Smith went in the order of importance, as he saw it, with regards to everyone's contributions to the plan. Although under this logic, he would have gone first, he skipped his own turn and started with the second most important player, according to his classifcation.

"Sargeant Black, without your resources and contacts with the Blue Soldiers, none of this would have been possible. Who do you pick as your first playmate?"
"Given that I can't have Lieutenant Liberty, her 'mother' will do."
"Star-Spangled Girl. Very well."

He looked at Intercept, but the android did not move. He skipped him and looked at Girl-Zero.

"The success of our Angel Dust experiment in Eve City would have happened without your planning and the efficient use of your Girls-Nine, Girl-Zero."
"If I may inquire," started to say Dark-Ninja, "how did you turn so many people into sex fiends?"
"Planning, my dear colleague," answered the villainess. "When my Girls-Nine were seemingly attacking at random across, they were actually contaminating people, spreading the first part of a binary agent that would stay in their bloodstream for months, inocuous to most detection. On that fateful morning, before the sun was up, we released the second component, airborne. In reaction with the first, well... you saw the result. And I choose Silverstreak."
"She is all yours."

Prototype was next. Her mind was already made up.

"Give me Ghost."

There was no argument, so the Smith moved on to the others. It was a tricky call, but Gala came first.

"You single-handedly took out three heroines but, more importantly, you destroyed any chance they had of seeing through the plan by taking out KnightHawk. For that, you get next pick."
"I want KnightHawk again... I haven't made her suffer enough."
"Are you certain you don't want to take it out on another...?"
"No!" she practically screamed. "KnightHawk or no one!"
"So be it."

He turned to the two former gang leaders, who had now come out on their own as supervillains.

"Dark-Ninja, Captain 6th, you have both excelled at your duties. I cannot place either of you above the other."
"I choose to let my colleague pick first," Dark-Ninja said as he bowed.
"Really? That's most generous. You get to go first on the second pick."
"That is acceptable to me."
"Good. I want... uh... only one for now?... I already fucked Plasma, so... how about that Gem girl? I hear she loved a good fuck."
"Captain 6th has chosen Gem. Your choice, Dark-Ninja."
"I would be honored to enjoy the company of my fellow asian, Solara."

The Smith nodded, but Sargeant Smith asked a question.

"Where'd you get her, by the way?"
"We bought her from the Global Slave Network," answered the Smith. "How they came to have her is beyond my knowledge."

Holly could barely hold her excitement in as she danced on her spot.

"Is it my turn yet?"
"Yes, Holly. And then I assign one to Intercept, and one to myself."
"Okay... uh... Ms Avenger was so yummy... so many pussies to choose from... I can't decide. Can you randomize?"
"I can."

The Smith actually quickly programmed a randomizer for her. The random selection actually hightlighted on the screen.

"You have been assigned Shuriken."

For Holly, the who didn't really matter. She jumped for joy for a moment, then paused, looking perplexed.

"Did they clean all that Blue Soldier spunk from her insides before putting her in there? I just want to know."

The question amused the audience except for Gala and the Smith.

"Yes, Holly, she was cleaned before she was put in stasis."
"Good... what? It's a valid question."

The Smith took it in stride. He went on to assign Ricochet to Intercept and took Plasma for himself. Everyone had been assigned a heroine to play with, but there were still thirteen others to be claimed, so he started a second round.

Sargeant Black took Bodyglove for a second choice. Girl-Zero hesitated for a while, but then chose Zephyr, remembering what she had in the night club Frenzy. Prototype refused another partner, as did Gala at first, although she changed her mind at the last moment.

"Give me Flechette as well."

Dark-Ninja asked for Hopegirl's company. Looking to score some more pussy, Captain 6th eagerly called out Radio Wave. Holly's turn came up, and she once again asked for a random choice. With only nine choices left, it landed on Ms Dynamo. The Smith then skipped Intercept, knowing one heroine was sufficient for him as well, and decided to take Flare along for his ride.

There were still many girls available, and the Smith considered his options for a moment. Perhaps he could allow the villains to indulge even more.

"One last round, for everyone who wants a third playmate."

Sargeant Black did not hesitate. She had been considering Cowgirl's features and they pleased her. Girl-Zero could no more pass up the opportunity, so she claimed Felina. Prototype skipped her  turn again, as did Gala this turn.

Although Dark-Ninja would have been content with one, he did not mind another heroine's company. This being the third turn, he let Captain 6th choose first. He called out Sporty. Dark-Ninja then selected the spunky Pinkette. Holly was overjoyed with a third choice, and Citrine remained unassigned, so she was picked. Instead of assigning Ms Avenger to someone one else, the Smith decided to take her with him.

"One last thing," the Smith said. "Do not remove their masks or seek to know who they are under it. Without them, they are mere flesh with no substance. It is the substance we seek to control, not the flesh."

Again, there was no argument. They were in doctor's home, they would follow the doctor's rules. The Smith was pleased. Every heroine, except for Andromeda had been assigned, and everyone seemed quite content with their choices. The villains dispersed throughout the base, going to their assigned quarters to await delivery of their prize. Once they had all left, except for the Smith and Intercept, the screen shifted back to the face of the doctor of Villainy.

"Wonderful..." the villain on screen said. "And so predictable."
"I hope no one suspects..." replied the Smith.
"I don't think they do, and even if it is the case, this 'reward' should keep them busy for a while. Long enough for me to finish with Andromeda."

There was a strange static glitch on the screen.

"What is it?" asked the Smith.
"Solar storm. Creates interference in the signal. It does not alter our timeline. I must admit, Smith, your idea of resurrecting the Doctor of Villainy was quite ingenious."
"I especially enjoyed the part where you convinced them that he had fused with the molten metal. As if that made any sense!"
"To the layman and the uninitiated, anything is possible. But we know the truth, Smith. Don't we?"
"Yes Collector. We do."

The face of the Doctor of Villainy on screen smiled, then vanished. The Smith took Intercept to his room, and then headed to his own laboratory to await delivery of the heroines he had selected - and Andromeda.

End of part 1

****************************************************************

A FEW WORDS, part 2

Inside an elaborate laboratory, the Smith was waiting for his guests to arrive. He had prepared all of his tools and contraptions, ready to unleash them onto the subjugated heroines coming to his operating theater. All the while, he monitored the activites of the other villains and their charges, to make sure that the rules were respected mostly, but also as leverage for later, if needed, or for the sheer pleasure of watching over again the heroines being humiliated by their captors.

The door opened, and four guards walked in, accompanying the four heroines that were t to keep company to the Smith. For the security of the compound, the Smith had recruited the mercenaries known as the Tar Masks. They stood out as all being very fit, more often than not topless. They wore dark grey and black pants and boots made of overlapping polymer tissue; their masks were simply face plates with glowing red eyes and a sleek frontal design connected to head cap. For that reason, most shaved their heads or kept their hair very short. What the Smith enjoyed most was the fact the infamous Tar masks, designed by himself and Zzyzx, allowed the individual to be remote influenced via subtle brain wave manipulation, not enough for actual mind control but enough to play with the emotional level of the soldier.

The four heroines being escorted were, in the yellow mask and dark-skinned, Flare, mistress of light, Plasma, with a cyan or pastal mask, energy manipulator, in purple and pink was Ms Avenger, unpowered vigilante, and the all powerful Andromeda in her white mask. They still had their boots and gloves on as well, but wore nothing else. Under the influence of the boosted Angel Dust, they felt no modesty and behaved as compliant creatures which, for now, was exactly what the Smith needed them to be. He would have loved to revel in violating them himself, but the radiation had melted most of his soft tissue and flesh. His tongue and his manhood had both gone with it. He spoke through an amplifier in his throat, his voice projected through his mask. Unable to physically abuse them and take pleasure in it, he had turned to the machines to do the work for him - like he had previously tortured Star-Spangled Girl, making her moan and scream, breaking her heart and her soul before lettting more of his machines have their way with her.

The Smith motioned for the guard to set Flare up first, so he took her to the machine he designated. He took her to an inclined chair with two separate leg rests and sat her down. He tied her feet to each rest with metallic clamps that snapped shut around her ankles. He leaned her back against the backrest and wrapped another metallic clamp around her neck, not too tight so she couldn't breathe, but tight enough so she could barely move her head, except left and right. Then, he pulled her arms around the back rest, twisting them as upwards as they would go. Flare was supple enough that her hands could reach back there. He wrapped a metallic ball around her joined hands; it closed around her wrists, completely preventing her from pulling her hands apart. The soldier then moved back, and the Smith finished final positining, splitting the leg rests apart and bending them in the middle so that Flare's legs and hips were at an angle with each other. The chair itself could be moved, so he shifted it to face one of his usual drilling devices, a cylindrical shaped tube powered by a hydraulic piston system. He then moved the drill point to rest against her pussy, already soaked from the drugs in her system.

The second guard then took Plasma towards a second station. Very different in design, he had to sit her on the support struts, gliding her legs inside a square frame, resting her ass on a cold sheet of metal. From the other side, he pulled her legs to each side of the contraption, which brought them slightly apart, and he bent her knees back. There were bindings on each side for her feet, so he secured them there. Plasma's lower breast went to rest on top of the metal strut for support. He then pulled her arms back to the farthest section of the structure where two other bindings were set for her hands. He secured her wrists into them. Plamsa still had some sway back and forth on the metal sheet, but could not budge more than a hand length. Finally, from the back, he wrapped a metal circle around her neck, tied to a separate strut, and he squeezed until her head could barely move. The Smith took over from there, preparing another drilling machine for Plasma's benefit. Whereas Flare's was aimed downwards since she was leaning on her back, Plasma's was aimed upwards. The Smith knew how to calculate the best angle for penetration.

Ms Avenger was third to be assigned, and her setup was simpler. The Tar Mask guard moved her to a small table, laying her belly on top of it. Her breast flopped down into the air. He then secured her arms under the table, binding them in a metallic harness in a parallel pattern, closing manacles around their wrists so she could not pull away. Then, he set up a metallic rod with a rounded hook on one end and a loop in the other against her column; the loop went around her head, keeping it steady. The hook end snatched into her butthole; it kept her back rigid, unable to move. He adjusted the length. For the legs, he bent them at the knees so thigh and legs would rest together, then wrapped leather restraints around them so they would stay together. The Smith took over after that, and positioned a drilling machine against Ms Avenger's already eager cunt.

When it came down to setting up Andromeda in one of the machines, the Smith dismissed the last guard, and they left without asking questions. The door closed behind them and the Smith went to retrieve a needle on the table. He walked over to Andromeda and pricked her with the needle in the ass, emptying whatever liquid was in it into her. He then moved her to a metallic chair with a hole in the middle and back of the seat, setting her down in it. He strapped her arms to the armrests with strong metal clamps, then he spread her legs apart to each side, exposing her pussy but mostly making it available for whatever he wanted to do with it.. He tied her ankles in position with chains and clamps. With the chair fully secured and Andromeda unable to break free, the Smith relaxed for a moment.

He then started the drilling machines on both Flare and Plasma; their moans instantly filled the room as the stimulation from the artificial devices and the Angel Dust worked their way into their bodies and minds. They attempted to wiggle out instinctively, but they were unable to move at all. The sounds of their slowly expanding ecstasy was music to the villain, a symphony he could never hope to generate himself without help.

Andromeda seemed to stir at the sound of her friends experiencing pleasure, but it would take some time for her to fully regain her senses. Enough time for the Smith to look into the screens and see what his colleagues were up to...

***

Holly Heartless waited for her toys to be set up in the room before going in. In the meantime, she wiggled and danced in front of the door, whisting children's diddies. Eventually, three Tar Mask guards exited the room and bowed to her, then headed away. She stood in front of the door for a moment, a happy smile on her face, then she entered.

The entire area was set up as a gym with training mats, no equipment, and mirrors on the far wall. In the middle of the room were the three heroines assigned randomly to her, all tied down to the mats, set in a triangular position with their legs open, facing outward. Their arms were raised up and tied together. Their legs were kept apart thanks to metal bars tied up at their ankles. They were all naked, of course, except for their masks, boots and gloves.

The first one in front of the entranec was Ms Dynamo herself, the electric blue of what remained of her costume contrasting with her chocolate skin and dark, way hair. To her right, the unpowered heroine Citrine, brownish skin under a bright yellow mask. To her left, the one called Shuriken, in grey and black. All three were under the heavy influence of the drugs, still very much agitated from the probing the tubes inside them had performed less than an hour ago.

The first thing that Holly did was run around down, quickly, prancing about, cartwheeling, and just generally frolicking around the trio, giddy as a child unwrapping her presents. As she stopped in front of Citrine, she got to her knees, placing her face in the heroine's crotch and taking a big sniff. She closed as her inhaled as she inhaled her smell, shivering as she did. Then, she started crawling on top of the heroine, who clearly felt her presence, reacting to the touch on her skin with her own drug-induced shivers. Holly positioned herself completely on top of Citrine, face-to-face, their noses practically touching. Citrine's eyes focused on the face in front of hers, and though she heard every word (mostly feeling the warm breath of Holly that made her tremble even more), she could neither process them clearly nor respond.

"Can I tell you a secret, Citrine, is it?"

Of course, the heroine did not answer; she just looked forward, dazed.

"I've always been a big fan of yours... not you specifically although if I'd seen how pretty you are before..."

As she spoke, she slid a finger across the heroine's cheek.

"But I digress. Two years ago, I was living on the street when the heroines first appeared, and I thought they would save me. You see, I've had to do nasty things to survive... nasty nasty things and the doctor said it screwed up my mind a little. He thinks that's why I like to see other people suffer - a reverse sympathy thing."

Holly rolled to her left in a circle, ending up in the same position as before, but on top of Ms Dynamo. She kissed her lips gently, then bit them a little.

"So I'm a little nuts. I really thought you heroines would save us. I wanted to give you a chance but, two years in, there's still crime, and there's still bad things out there... moreso than before people say. I don't know about that."

As she rolled a little sideways, Holly grabbed Dynamo's nipple and squeezed it. The heroine moaned intensely, almost able to speak.

"Wh... why..."
"Ssshhh..."

Holly placed another kiss on Dynamo's lips.

"Don't try to speak. Just listen. All I know, for a fact is that in the two years you girls have been around, I have been living in squallor, forced to give blowjobs to men I despise just so they don't rape any of my other holes... I wasn't always successful."

Once again, Holly rolled right, this time ending up on top of Shuriken.

"So I had a choice, really, I did. The doctor said I could keep suffering and wait for you to get to me, or I could take matters into my own hands."

She slapped Shuriken across the face, drawing a yelp out of the heroine. She immediately caressed it.

"Which choice would you have taken, really?"

She looked to Shuriken as if she actually expected an answer, but of course none came. She caressed the heroine's hair.

"That's when the doctor plugged some drug into me, and it made me better. Stronger. A little more crazy, I must admit, but at least, I'm powerful. And I don't have to suck dicks... only side effect... I crave pussy... must be because of that Prototype-lady I ate on my first outing. I just need pussy. Pussy. Pussy. Pussy."

She stood up in one jump, her legs on each side of Shuriken.

"So I have you three to entertain me. I remain strong if I eat your pussies and drink all your lovely fluids. Ironic, isn't it? It used to be that I needed to suck men to survive. Now, I get to eat women... oh well!"

Holly backflipped off the heroine and, as she did, she removed her bottom, exposing her crotch and the small patch of brown trimmed hair she had showing. She tossed her underwear to the otherside of the room.

"Of course, that doesn't mean you get to have all the fun. You'll all get your turn, girls... The real question is... which one of you goes first?"

Holly examined her three candidates, salivating and licking her lips. The heroines could understand what was happening on a very emotional level, but their minds could still not reason well enough for words to express their resistance. It didn't really matter to Holly. She would get what she wanted.

She finally made her choice, and went to work.

***

Captain 6th walked into the room that had been reserved for him without even flinching. He had business to get to. As he ran inside and closed the door, he looked at the decor first. On the far wall, there was a large window opening out to the sea. Perfect, just as he had requested. On the left wall, there was a logo, the traditional pirate sign. The scene was set.

He turned his attention to the occupants of the room. First, unable to avoid, were the three bound heroines in the middle of the room : the green-haired green-masked Gem, the younger blonde yellow-masked Radio Wave (she seemed different without her headset), and the equally blonde but blue-masked Sporty. They were all secured in the same fashion : their arms were locked in a brace behind their backs, elbows back so their chest was bumped forward, giving a better view of their gorgeous firm breasts. They also had wrist and ankle bracelets with hooks, currently unbound, but there were chains and hooks in the floor for that purpose, later. His prizes, to pillage and rape as he pleased.

But this was not all about him. His pirate gang had been decimated. He turned his gaze to the three young men standing at attention agains the right wall. They wore dark stretched cowls with holes for the eyes, briefs and nothing else. Their packages inside the underwear were also somewhat at attention. They waited silently for him to call them out.

He headed towards the girls first. He pushed Gem to the floor with his foot. She was startled, but responsive, and straightened herself. Good. He needed them to be able to resist at least a little for this to be a good initiation for his three new recruits. He turned back to his future pirates, at least, he hoped they would live up to his expectations.

"Men!"

They straightened themselves even more.

"You three are the best that were found among the mercenary elite. You have all been brought here to be indoctrinated into the Pirate Gang. We are going global, thanks to the support of our new sponsor. Succeed here, and you shall reap the rewards that all pirates claim, the loot, the bounty, the treasure."

He pointed to the three heroines.

"These treasures are not yet yours to take. You must earn them. I will tell you how, and you will carry out my orders."

They all nodded in silence.

"Good. Now, you have all been assigned a lady. A lady must be properly motivated, but nothing must be given for free. You will tease and please these ladies, using tongues and fingers, but they must not get the better of you. You own them. Understood?"

The men understood. Captain 6th gave them the go-ahead and they marched on the girls, setting them on the floor, spreading their legs. The drug-level in their system was still high, so there was not much resistance on the part of the heroines as the men got to their knees and started playing with their pussies. Moans and pants were quick to come, as one inserted a finger inside, the other teased it with his tongue, and the third one caressed the edges. The three heroines shivered under the stimulation; Radio Wave tried to bring her legs together but the man grabbed her knees and kept them apart. Gem tried to push her face into the man's mouth, but he grabbed on tight to her ass and controlled the rhythm. Sporty simply allowed her agressor access, barely resisting as he went to work on her.

The climb was quick, but the girls were maintained at a high peak for a long time; the men made sure that the intensity was never too much or too fast so the girl would not get her release. Radio Wave was able to mouth a "please" but her partner ignored her. The man on Sporty felt her quivering so he pulled away, but she had already been launched up, and so the pleasure exploded inside her. The Captain came over and slapped him on the back of the head.

"Try again, moron!"

He dove back in, attempting to bring her back up once again, hoping this time he would get a better control over her. His comrades did not seem to have that same problem. Gem was teetering on the brink while her partner flicked her clit with his finger, and RadioWave was truly attempting to get the man's finger to do what she wanted, to no avail. Because of the drug in her system, Sporty rose up to the same height  in under a minute and, this time, her partner kept her there, more familiar with the control.

Finally, the Captain called for a stop. They pulled away, leaving the girls wanting more, desperately struggling to finish themselves off by grinding their legs together, to no avail. The Captain smiled.

"First test is complete, and it was difficult, but you all showed control. Now, for the second test..."

***

The room which Dark-Ninja had prepared for his entertainment was luxurious. His host had painted traditional Chinese symbols for power and authority on the walls, and the decor had a definitive traditional asian setting. It was not perfectly attuned to the tradition, but it was enough for Dark-Ninja. Having come into his own, he felt the need to detach himself from his gang. They had all failed him, and only he stood victorious. He did not even pity them - they simply no longer existed in his mind.

Inside the rooms were the three heroines, resting on the comfortable mat, completely unbound, but still very much under the influence of the drug. The asian Solara was there, her dark hair contrasting with the bright orange mask and rest of costume; also in waiting were Hopegirl, the tall blonde heroine with a blue mask and the normally vivacious Pinkette, now oddly docile thanks to the drugs. Although Solara was the only prize Dark-Ninja had coveted (and he was glad she had been found), he did not spit on the other two, gorgeous creatures in their own right, to be tamed as Silverstreak had.

Dark-Ninja had switched into a kimono, removing his costume entirely. He did not even carry weapons with him. What he had in hand was a syringe full of some liquid given to him by the Smith, something to temporarily counteract the sustained effects of the Angel Dust. He advanced towards Solara and pricked her on the breast with the needle; she barely nudged as the needle punctured her skin. He left here there, putting the needle away in a corner of the room. He then moved to the other two girls, grabbing their hair and pulling their heads together, placing them face-to-face.

"Kiss."

Under the influence of the drugs as much as his authoritorian tone, Hopegirl and Pinkette exchanged a passionate kiss, locking lips for several seconds. Confident they were compliant, he then twisted them so he would be behind, wrapping his arms around their tiny frames, huddling them together. He then proceeded to fondle their breasts, one in each hand from a different girl. He enjoyed the elasticity of their skin, the curves against his hand. After a moment, he let them go, pushing them to each side of him, leaning in to get a better access to their pussies. He played with their nether lips with his fingers, sending them moaning loudly within a few moments, then teasing the edges of their clits to make them squirm and shiver. His touch was so precise that he could follow their uncertain shakes and always keep the tips of his fingers on their labia and clit.

As he was doing that, he hazarded a look at Solara; she was starting to stir but it would be at least another few minutes. He pressed on with Pinkette and Hopegirl, driving them quickly up the wall near the top, and then holding them there, squirming and panting. They wiggled their bodies so they could manipulate his fingers into doing more, but he was perfectly in control, denying them any release from his stimulation.

"You will only get pleasure from me, and only if I achieve it with you..."

He knew they could barely understand, but he also knew that Solara was coming to. With the collar around her neck, she was no challenge for him, but he wanted her aware for what came next. It was the only way to break her, like he had with Silverstreak. The others also might be fun to break, but there were priorities, and taking down a fellow asian, a Japanese lady, was poetry to the Chinese man he was.

"Come around, Solara, or I shall torture-tease your allies until their hearts give out..."

***

Sargeant Black had wasted no time upon arriving in her assigned pleasure room, as she thought of it. Despite being deprived of her nemesis, Lieutenant Liberty, she was content with her three choices. Star-Spangled Girl was of course her first choice; she was the only heroine who did not wear a mask here, as her public identity was now widely known, due to a situation that had happened a few years ago in Vegas. Cowgirl was also a nice addition, her chocolate skin barely discernable from her black mask, boots and gloves. She was feisty, as the villainess recalled, and she liked them like that. Bodyglove's full black costume, gloves and boots, were all off, and although her full cowl had been removed, it had been replaced by a second cowl which gave access to her mouth, but blindfolded her. The idea was interesting, thought Black. All girls were bound at the hands by a heavy metallic bar; a second metallic bar just under the knees prevented them from bringing their legs together.

The villainess immediately undressed, keeping only her boots and red visor, immediately retrieving a strap-on, the same one she had used on her nemesis not so long ago. She slipped it on to have it ready for when she really wanted to go. She felt the small vibrating device rest against her own clitoris, ready to provide her with the pleasure she would be stealing from all three of them. She could also add a section to the strap-on that went inside her, to make sure she got the full enjoyment from it, but she kept it for later

She stopped for a moment to consider her situation. She could simply mount all these girls one after the other, but that seemed a little bland. No, there was a better way to get this done, and the set-up of the restraints gave her an incredible idea. Under the influence of Angel Dust, these girls would do pretty much, and that would serve her purpose. She first set Bodyglove on all fours, lowering her upper back and raising her ass. She locked the bar holding her hands together through a hoop in the floor so she could no longer budge from her spot. She slapped her rear and Bodyglove yelped, which made Black smile. She also locked the bar between her knees into another hoop, making certain she also could not shift her lower body by much.

That setup done, she paused for a moment, thinking of which heroine to set next. The choice came to Cowgirl.

"Lucky girl," she whispered in her ear as she got her on all fours as well.

She moved her so her face would be right in Bodyglove's crotch, inches from her pussy. She then placed the bar holding her hands next to the bar holding Bodyglove's knees, and was able to bind them together. Once that was done and the heroines were intertwined, unable to move, she secured the bar at Cowgirl's knees in the same fashion. She giggled as she saw the result, enjoying the sight.

There was only Star-Spangled Girl to go. She proceeded to bind her hand bar to Cowgirl's knee bar, like before. She decided, however, not to secure her knees together, for better access later. She stepped back, admiring her human chain. She returned to Cowgirl's ear, whispering.

"I think Bodyglove wants you to lick her pussy..."

The suggestion rang inside Cowgirl's head and, smelling the sweet honey just inches from her face, she leaned in and planted a kiss against it. Bodyglove shivered from her whole body; motivated by the reaction, Cowgirl began eating out her heroine friend. Sargeant Black then shifted to Star-Spangled Girl.

"Why don't you enjoy some of that sweet chocolate pussy, my dear?"

Star-Spangled Girl, completely under the influence of the drug, also went to work on Cowgirl, who jolted from the stimulation, stopping her munching on Bodyglove. But Bodyglove didn't want her to stop, so she pushed her butt into Cowgirl's face, which ended up pushing Cowgirl's own butt into Star-Spangled Girl's face. The villainess burst out laughing.

"Well, that was a good idea."

She moved to the end of the line, setting herself on her back, and placing her head under Star-Spangled Girl's pussy.

"I didn't really have a chance to taste your protégé, Star, but I guess... I'll take time with you."

She pulled Star-Spangled Girl down on her face, placing her full lips against the heroine's nethers, and started playing with her tongue against and inside the pussy, stimulating Star-Spangled Girl, which again triggered a shake on the oral train. And it was just beginning, thought Sargeant Black.

***

When Gala entered the room, she immediately scanned for her prey. They were both there, Flechette in her green visor and KnightHawk with her little black mask, strapped to the walls with leather restraints, arms and legs apart, even supported at the neck by a choker that kept their heads very rigid. Gala was pleased at the sight of their torture. Immediately, she dispelled the invisibility field that made her flying snakes undetectable; she wanted them visible for this. She also wanted the heroines aware of what was happening, but that would take some doing. Luckily, Gala had access to a wide array of chemical compounds thanks to her snakes. They were not only able to generate artificial semen in vast quantities, but she could also get them to replicate complex chemical formulas, if she had the right combination. She did. She had made sure of it.

She pulled off her bra and bottom, revealing her scarred breasts and the odd-looking dick between her legs that stood out defiantly against her shape. Not only was it too big for her frame, but it was also a little grotesque in its design, almost non-human. It immediately rose to attention, as she could regulate the blood flow to it with her mind. Thankfully, after her capture of KnightHawk, the doctor of Villainy had stabilized her body. She no longer needed to ejaculate at least once per day to remain in health and no longer produced insane amounts of artificial semen (although she knew she still produced probably six or seven times more than most men). She liked it better like this, because it gave her more control. She knew, however, that she could regulate the amount of unfertilized semen she shot out, keeping some for later if she wanted. She was definitely considering that option here.

She directed her snakes  towards the girls; two slipped into their open mouths, gagging the heroines, while two others floated down to the exposed pussies, slithering inside. Gala connected mentally to them to direct their actions herself , leaving the other four hovering around her.

Tears formed in Gala's eyes as she was about to proceed in raping these women. They seemed so fragile and for a moment, she recalled her own assault at the charity event. The blowjob on the older gentlemen, his spunk in her hair. Then the two violators... they needed to pay too. The image of Desiree Diamond - whom she now knew to be KnightHawk, having discovered it by having her spies watch her - being eaten out by Clam of Jungle Riot, then raped by her agent Tom and Punky... somehow, it made her feel like Desiree was also a victim... a victim and a perpetrator, she reflected. Heroines drew out this kind of action upon them, and anyone in their way was in danger. The doctor of Villainy was right. These heroines were the cause of all this sexual violence!

The sex snakes started sliding up and down into the heroines' pussies, drawing moans and whimpers from both of them. Flechette wriggled much more from the penetration than KnightHawk did, but both heroines were still very much dazed from the drugs. Gala was ready to remedy that. The snakes inside their mouths started to produce an anti-agent, something to decrease the amount of Angel Dust, to make them more aware of what was happening, to let them know that they were being raped by her creatures, and that she would then rape them in turn, Flechette for the first time, KnightHawk once again.

It did not take long for the anti-agent to start working, and the daze slowly vanished from both Flechette and KnightHawk; as their perceptions returned to normal and their brains fought off the effect, they felt the insertions inside them driving them up the wall, into bliss - but the sight of Gala, and the wiggling of a snake tail protruding from their mouth, not to mention the wiggling between their legs which they associated with the same manifestation, brought no end of horror to their waking moments.

As awareness was fully returning, the snakes inside their pussies trembled and fired their full load up into their wombs, digging as far as they could; this almost made the heroines climb over the edge... almost. Gala smiled wickedly.

"No!" attempted to scream KnightHawk through her gag, unsure if she was yelling it because of the rape or because the torture had stopped and she craved for more. Flechette simply moaned and groaned at the sensation of fluids inside her.

"You two are mine! And I will fill you up until you explode!"

Unfortunately, for KnightHawk who had already been through this once - it was, in fact her last conscious memory, waking from one nightmare into another - she knew it was potentially possible, recalling the impossible feeling of pressure inside her womb before she had passed out. She could not hide the fear on her face and, with her mouth stuffed, she could not hope to reason with Gala.

***

Perhaps it was because Girl-Zero had lost her entire roster of students which she had trained and conditioned for weeks, but getting her hands on these heroines meant she could try again. True, there was no purpose in reconditioning them, since as far as she knew, the doctor of Villainy was just going to put them in stasis after they were done. Still, it couldn't hurt to run a few exercises and simulations, to see if the girls were responsive, even under the influence of Angel Dust. It was an experiment which the villainess thought was worth a try.

SilverStreak, Zephyr and Felina were there, in the middle of the room, each one sitting on an elevated sybian, high enough so their feet could not touch the floor. Their hands were tied behind their back, wrapped in leather up to their elbows, and their feet were secured on the riding machines themselves, tucked on each side.

Girl-Zero grabbed a cravache and snapped it in the air. It immediately caught the attention of the heroines. It was a good start. Their senses were still reactive.

"I am Girl-Zero. I am your mother. I will teach you about life."

She snapped the cravache again.

"If you have the capacity, you may adress me as mother."

She looked at Silverstreak, examining her figure, her lovely face behind those silver glasses. She was tempted to remove them, but knew better.

"You shall be Number One. Tell your mother how you feel."

The words were sluggish, unintelligible; it made Zero-Girl pout. If she could not get them to speak, it was harder for her to establish a rapport. She would have to work differently. She had expected as much, but she always followed the same protocol when re-educating her girls. Still, the fact that Silverstreak had tried to answer was encouraging : she could react to auditory stimulation more specific than the snapping sound.

"The rule is simple. I will ignite the rides you are on... you must be feeling the plastic of the device against your insides now..."

Without mouthing any clear words, the three heroines actually acknowledged the notion with a bob of their heads.

"Good. I will ignite these rides into the first setting, and they will stimulate you. You are to tell me - no, wave your head up and down if you are about to achieve climax, so I may decide if you have earned it. Fail this test and..."

Zero-Girl snapped the cravache once more; it made a loud cracking sound, which made the heroines jolt. Zero-Girl went to the remote control and turned the sybians on; immediately, the vibration of the plastic insert inside the wet holes of the heroines got to work. Zephyr shivered on the spot, addled by the drug and unable to focus her attention. Silverstreak was the same. Both had previously been submitted to situations similar, so falling in line came naturally to them - holding back the orgasm by twitching with their bodies was not an easy task, but it was doable. Felina, however, immediately felt the rush rise inside her, and lacking the personal experiences of the others, completely overrun by pleasure which the Angel Dust amplified, started moaning more loudly, and felt the orgasm strike her down in less than a minute, before she could even think of moving her head. The cravache struck hard against her exposed breasts, and the pain interrupted the orgasm she was feeling. The cravache left red marks on her white skin, almost drawing blood.

"You do not get to come without my permission. Again."

Barely aware of what was happening, Felina could practically do nothing to prevent the rise from happening again, and having her orgasm thwarted did not help her in any fashion to resist the urge. Silverstreak was the first to signal that she was ready to come, almost over the edge. The headbob was unmistakable, and Zero-Girl immediately cut her sybian's motion. Silverstreak screamed in frustration as she was denied her release. Zero-Girl let her cool down a second before starting it up again.

"Excellent, Number-One. You're a natural."

Zephyr was fighting back against the pleasure wave riding into her, just as Cowgirl was climbing again into the throes of ecstasy, overstimulated by the device and the drugs. As Zephyr started to move her head, Zero-Girl cut out her device as well. Zephyr practically screamed as she too was prevented from getting her release.

"Number-Two, you are a good soldier."

Cowgirl was barely holding on; she understood what she had to do, but her mind was still too dazed to control her body's reactions, and so another orgasm shot into her. She was again punished for her failure with a strike to her face, drawing a small gash on her cheek. The pain made her yell out, and once again, the full realization of the orgasm was denied.

"Number-Three, you are under performing. You need to focus."

Despite their confused states, it was clear to the three heroines that this kind of torture could last a very long time.

***

Ricochet opened her eyes and wondered, for a very long moment, where she was. The daze was slowly lifting from her mind. She could not see a thing, and she realized after a moment, it was because she was blind-folded. Her body was still unresponsive to some extent, although she did not feel bound in any way. She didn't even feel any collar around her neck. She was certain she had been captured. She remembered Intercept in the park and then... then...

The smell of the ocean reached her nostrils. She was outside, somehow. She was also naked. Not, not all naked. Her mask was still on - good news on that, as were her boots and gloves, but nothing else... typical. Movement slowly returned to her hands. As soon as she was able to move them up to her face, she removed the blindfold and stared, bewildered, at the sight before her.

She was on some kind of metallic structure, possibly somewhere in the middle of the sea. On the horizon, there was only water. Her hands next reached for her neck, and she felt as if there had been a collar around it not long ago, but it was off. What was going on?

She tried to steady herself, but her legs would not cooperate yet. She could, however, tilt her head and drag her body to look around. As she twisted, she froze. He was there, a mere five metres from her. Staring. Her enemy. The one who had taken her out.

Intercept stood stoically before her, same rigid pose, same incredible muscles, same black pants... except he wore no mask. He was gorgeous. Chiseled features, meditteranean in style, he had short blonde hair, a perfectly shaped nose and full lips, and green eyes adorned with light blonde eyebrows. Ricochet felt her body react as it normally did. He truly was a beauty, as she had suspected, she realized. His stare, however, was cold, without life. For some odd reason, it made her sad.

Strength was returning to Ricochet's legs as well, but she remained on the floor, sitting on her ass, her body crooked, examining her situation. She was on the roof of some structure lost in the middle of the ocean, possibly the villain's lair. And of course, she was facing the voiceless Intercept, the man who had defeated her at every turn. A man capable of moving faster in short bursts than she had ever seen - if he was a man at all.

"Well... what now?"

She didn't actually expect an answer, so she was startled when he spoke.

"Now, we fight."

Ricochet's face turned to full confusion for a moment.

"But you just..."
"...spoke? Yes. I have always been able to speak."
"But you've never said... I mean..."

His tone sounded kind, but his attitude remained very cold.

"I choose to speak now, because it is my privilege. I have defeated you in dishonorable combat."
"What do you know about honor?" she replied bitterly, somehow feeling betrayed.
"I know what you were submitted to in the halls of the Matarota was not honorable, but it was not my place to act. I do what I am ordered to do. Nothing more."

Ricochet finally got to her feet; she still felt wobbly. It was her, not the structure. It was stable.

"So I'm stripped in front of you, again... is that honorable?"

The heroine was unsure what honor had anything to do with whatever was going on. He did not answer her question, so she asked the next one in her mind.

"My friends?"
"They are being entertained by the guests of the doctor..."
"Entertained? You mean violated."
"I have no control over them. I am only concerned with you."
"Why?"

He examined her, and she felt he was assessing her skill, not her body. It puzzled her to no end. He did not seem interested in raping her at all - it threw her off immensely. She had expected it since their first encounter.

"You entered the den, were caught, and submitted to the violation to get the information you needed. You repeated the exercise, under cover, yet repeated the scenario to insure the liberation of your ally. That is commitment beyond anything I have ever witnessed. Why did you do it?"

Ricochet did not know what to answer, especially to someone like him, an almost-robot... He might have been an android. She gave him the best answer she could, hoping it would reach him.

"I did it because it is the right thing to do. You put yourself out there, you take chances, you go for gold... you trip, you fall, you get hurt... you get back up, and you start again. It's like I told you. You can't defeat us. You can beat us, hurt us... but we'll always spring back. I wish I could tell you why. Maybe it has something to do with all the shit that's been put inside our heads this past year..."

Perhaps it was, she reflected. Trying to tweak their personalities with drugs, powers, abuse and mental tactics, perhaps those who had tried had pushed too hard, and the heroines were now looking for the punishment inadvertendly. Or perhaps they were all so screwed up from the constant violence enacted on them that they just operated on whim, no real reason, just because...

"In any event, " she stated, "I'm done teaching morality to a robot. Why am I here, on this roof, with you?"
"Because I wish to give you one last chance to defeat me. No powers. No weapons. Pure skill, your enhanced capacities against mine."
"And if I win...?"
"You get to go free."
"Really? Just like that."
"No. I help you escape."
"And my friends?"

Intercept did not answer, as she expected he wouldn't. She continued.

"And if I lose?"
"I claim you."
"...of course you do."

There was no point in resisting the encounter. She was too high above the ocean, too far from the shore, with no way out. She adopted a fighting stance, arms raised, ready for the inevitable battle. At least, she thought, he would give her a fighting chance for her honor. It's more than anyone else would have, she was sure.

***

Inside the Smith's laboratory, the injection was having the intended effect. Andromeda became first aware of the moaning sounds from her allies, but a powerful burst of pleasure from Plasma, overstimulated and climaxed by the pistoned dildo inside her, snapped her into the moment.

"What?..."

As she looked about, her eyes still in a fog, she saw the figure of the Smith with his back to her. He seemed to be watching several screens, although she could not make out any details. She did hear him say something about Prototype - 'that traitorous bitch' was the first thought inside her head - but she missed the context.

The Smith heard her shift on her chair and stared at her. Finally, she was returning to him. He smiled under the mask.

"And here she is... the powerful Andromeda, defender of Eve City... defender of the world, I think..."

Andromeda quickly assessed where she was. The chair. Bindings. An opening under her. Exposed. Her mask still on. The collar. Unable to move.

"Your mind is processing the information quickly, Andromeda. Your brain is equipped to process information faster, much like Silverstreak's, only it does so differently. Your perceptual range is increased, allowing you to take in more information."
"What do you want with me, you sick..."

She stopped as her gaze turned to her friends Ms Avenger, Flare and Plasma being tortured by the sexual devices.

"No! Stop that!"
"I will not. They will be broken, as before, and they will suffer for my difformities. Were I able to pleasure them myself, I would already be done. Almost an hour has passed for them while you dreamt..."
"Damn you, Smith! Release them!"

Andromeda now had all her mind, and she struggled helplessly against the restraints. The Smith snapped his fingers, drawing her attention.

"I need you to look here, Andromeda."

Her gaze turned to the screening station; she quickly assessed what was happening in each screen. She saw a tied up trio on the floor, with Holly Heartless rolling all over them, teasing them. She saw another trio of heroines being pleasured by three men wearing cowls, while Captain 6th looked on. She saw an asian man pleasuring two heroines while one started to stir. She saw a human chain of three heroines and one villainess whom she could not recognize, her face buried under a heroine's form. She saw KnightHawk and Flechette held against the wall, violated by... nothing. Whatever was attacking them seemed invisible to the camera, but Gala, the monster girl, was not. She saw three seated heroines who were being tortured by Girl-Zero. She saw an image on the roof, a naked Ricochet facing off against an unmasked Intercept. One screen in-between, however, only showed static.

"We have them all... and it all it took was for you to fall in love..."
"I was never in love. It was lust. That's what you did to me."
"You are perceptive. Yes, we played with your perceptions - you are so easily manipulated, so desperate to be loved and cared for..."
"And where's the doctor of Villainy, huh? Why isn't he here himself?"

At the back of the room, a screen lit up, and the face appeared, balding, with reading glasses, a light fuzzy grey beard.  She recognized him, but something was off. She knew it instantly. He looked like the Controller, his first incarnation, before he had become the doctor of Villainy. He had altered his look when changing his moniker, making himself more sinister. So why had he reverted to his earlier look?

"As I live and breathe, Andromeda... it is so good to see you again."

For a moment, Andromeda stared him down, but she knew the answer. The Smith was right about her, she realized, and she wondered why it had never dawned on her before.

"You're not him."

He was shocked at the revelation.

"What do you mean?"
"You have his appearance...  you look like him. Doctor Robert Clayton. But he's not... he's dead. You're posing as him."

There was a long pause, and then a moment of silence.

"Very good, Andromeda. Not one person in a million could see the difference, but you can. Do you know why?"

She didn't. She simply knew, as if it was the most obvious truth in the world.

"I... just know."
"I will tell you why. It is because you and I, we are the same."
"Don't even start with that!"

She had heard the argument before, and it always made no sense to her whatsoever, but he pressed on.

"No, you misunderstand. I do not claim your morality. What I mean is... we are genetic twins."
"That's impossible... I don't have a twin."
"Not a human twin, no... but an alien one, yes."

Andromeda stared at him, unbelieving.

"What the hell are you saying?"
"Your powers, Andromeda... the meta-genetics that gave you your abilities... it is the same as mine. You are right, I am not doctor Clayton. He is very much dead, but the Smith here, he helped me revive his memory, plan this... for you."
"For me?"
"So we could meet... face-to-face... so to speak."
"Where are you?" she yelled at him.

She heard something click under her; she looked down at the hole in the chair, past it, and saw something... something she did not want to see. A form, wiggling up, like a tentacle rising from under her.

"What is that?" she cringed.
"That is me, Andromeda. Part of me. The part that will seed you, and allow myself to be reborn as a human, as one of you...."
"That's insane! You're crazy!"

The tentacle, made of red fleshy material, undulated up, getting very near the heroine's inner thighs.

"You're not seriously going to put that in me!"
"Oh... but I am... and I will take you, seed you, and then turn you into the vessel for my incarnation on your world..."

Terror overcame all of Andromeda's senses; she wriggled in the chair, trying to tear herself away from it, to no avail. The Smith watched intently as the tip of the tentacle, shaped almost like a rounded spear tip, went to rest against Andromeda's pussy. Parting her lips as it pressed against them, it slid into her and began its dirty business...

End part 2

****************************************************************

A FEW WORDS, part 3

It had been one hell of a fight, Ricochet thought, wiping the blood from her torn lip. Hand-to-hand, single combat, no holds barred... one of the toughest battles of her existence. Her ribs were cracked or they felt like it. She limped from her left leg, her meniscus almost torn, her ankle swollen from the twist it had been inflicted. Her shoulders still shook from the stretch she had suffered. She barely felt the fingers of her left hand; she was certain that her right ear drum was shattered. But she was standing, victorious, by a nose...

It was a shame that Intercept was not in any position to actually help her escape anymore, as he had promised.

As she turned back towards his limp form on the roof, she took in a deep breath. He was on his back, laying immobile, unconscious if that was even possible for a creature like him. She slid her hand against her leg and it moved gently towards her inner thigh. She felt the slick substance going down against her leg, and she sighed. Victory, yes indeed...

She recomposed herself and set herself near her opponent, crouched, examining his gorgerous, naked form, his shaft now going limp after its release inside her. What a way to win a fight, she thought... not the worst way it had happened, to be honest, and she bit her lower lip, tasting her own blood once more. She marveled at his physique, his gorgeous face, his perfect hair... she still felt the thrusts inside her womb making her feel special, vibrant...

"Dammit Intercept... why'd you have to be such an evil android?"

She slipped her fingers against her dripping hole, feeling his warmth as if he were still in there, pleasuring her as they struggled for dominance... She remembered his powerful hands against her, his stolen kisses, the strong tug and pull of his arms... her own almost feigned resistance and how he, as they wrestled, had pressed his hard dick against her hole, teasing her like never before, and the inevitable slip, his entire length pushing inside her as they
still vied for control... In the end, she had prevailed, but he had also won, she supposed. The look on his face... priceless... unforgettable, like it was his first time... she almost felt guilty for leaving him there, but she had no choice. Her friends were in even more danger than she was. As she had explained earlier to this tragic android, there simply was no option for quit. It wasn't in her. It wasn't in them.

She only hoped there were still heroines to be saved.

***

Grinding her pussy in Citrine's face, locked in a 69 position, Holly Heartless was so close a third orgasm, she quivered at its anticipation. Her own face buried into the heroine's own pussy, she made sure Citrine was in the same spot as her.

She had started with Dynamo, setting herself up at the feet, between her legs, and munching gently on her labia and clitoris; the moans of the heroine wer simply hypnotic to her, and had dove in with energy, her tongue swirling inside the chocolate pussy in front of her. It made her feel empowered to do this, to steal pleasure from these girls and to inflict it as well, her aphrodisiac she thought. It was the side effect of her treatment, or so the doctor had claimed. Not the she minded.

The "oohs" and "aahs" of Ms Dynamo's stimulation had increased as Holly plunged two gloved fingers inside her, licking the upper edge of her lips as she did it. For her, it was not about the sexual control, manipulating the girls. It was all about the orgasm they felt, the energy it released and how she seemed to asborb it through their fluids. Ms Dynamo did not disappoint, as her body arched as best it could when Holly drove it upwards into the sky. Holding on fast to the heroine's hip, she had opened her mouth against Dynamo's pussy, wide, to suck in all her juices. The rush inside Holly had practically exploded and, without a second thought, just as Ms Dynamo was winding down, she had jumped on her face and pressed her swollen labia against the heroine's mouth. What had followed could best be described as a struggle, as Holly expertly maneuvered her ass. As high as she was, the orgasm had hit with its full force, and she had fallen forward from it, almost bumping her head.

Stymied by the energy of satisfaction, eager for more, she had crawled up to the shuriken, kissing her lips, then crawling on top of her in 69 position, and proceeded to grind her face in while she dove violently into the second heroine's asian pussy. Once she was done with her, after a long while, both of them climaxing in turn, she was still very much turned on.

Citrine yelped as Holly's tongue hit the right spots, sending her over the edge; more juices flowed and Holly did not let a single drop go to waste. Three heroines pussies, come under her care - she had never felt so powerful. She was shaking from head-to-toe, while the absent-minded ministrations of Citrine did their trick for her.

"Fuck! Fuck! Yes... god citrus-girl... oh wow!"

It was all too much, even for Holly. She almost fainted on top of the heroine, but her mind came back, if only to allow her to crawl off and lie there, immobile, spent but utterly pleased in which she had never felt before.

"More pussy," she whispered, though the energy was not there at the moment to continue.

The heroines were still writing as well. No longer being directly exposed to Angel Dust, the drug was very slowly wearing off, increasing their awareness. What they mostly knew from what was happening was the intense pleasure they had been given, and how it felt so incredibly erotic, humiliating in a way but empowering in another. It didn't make sense. It was still the drugs talking.

"I found... my vocation..." Holly Heartless stated, crawling a little further. "I will suck and fuck every single heroine in the world... if it kills me..."

She rolled on her back, placing her hand in-between her legs to feel the warmth emanating from it, and it made her tremble even more. But her face was all smiles.

***

The three would-be pirates, under the supervision of Captain 6th, had laid down on their back, removed their briefs completely. Each had pulled a heroine's head between their crotch and were now forcing the bound heroines, Gem, Radio Wave and Sporty, to pleasure them orally.

"The trick to a good blowjob," had earlier said the Captain, "is to control the pace at which your slave is engulfing your dick. You must regulate everything : the slave is never to be in control. You want the violation of the mouth to last as long as you want it."

The three pirates were doing their to do just that, focusing both on holding the heroine's heads  tight and reading their own bodies, to know when their own pleasure could overtake them. The heroines were slurping as best as they could, given the drugs still in their system making them compliant. But it was tricky at best; sometimes, a heroine's teeth would graze one of their units and made them cringe. The captain noticed it and explained.

"If she misbehaves, you pull her away and slap her face, then push her back down. It is also another way to control your own rhythm."

The pirates-in-training had followed the recommendation very well; Radio Wave's cheeks were bright red from the constant slapping her partner had given her, and Sporty also sported a few redness. Gem's face, however, was untouched, and the Captain commented on it.

"She is certainly the best blowjob giver I have seen."

Radio Wave's partner, perhaps too eager to impress, was focused only on controlling the heroine's pace, and he failed to acknowledge his own body's reaction, which suddenly overwhelmed him.

"Oh fuck!" he yelled as his entire load started spurting in the heroine's receptive mouth. He heard applause from the Captain and felt cheap.

"Wonderful... how do you expect to fuck her pussy later?"

The pirate said nothing, keeping Radio Wave's lips tight on his cock, forcing her to swallow to get some air in. He was finally able to speak.

"I'll get myself hard again, Captain." 
"You'd better."

Captain 6th called off the second test. The trainees released their hold on the heroines; Radio Wave instinctively spit out what was left as she got free, although there wasn't. The pirate who had failed started stroking himself back, but the Captain chided him once more.

"No. No! Get her to do it."
"But her hands are tied..."
"Use her breasts! Be creative!"

Again, the trainee acknowledged. He brought Radio Wave forward again, placing her mounds against his cock, and started titfucking her, hoping it would restore his growth. The Captain waited a few moments, and it seemed to do the trick.

"Good. Now for the last test... I find the best way to dominate a lady, if she not suspended of course, is on all fours, her face pressed against the floor. Go on."

The trainees picked up their respective challenges and positioned them as such, in a row.

"No. Place them in a triangle formation, facing each other.  That way, if they do look up, they will see the tortured faces of their friends, and they will also see you, mounting them."

The switch was made.

"Remember, pirates... this is about you, not about them. Wether they get pleasure or not from it is irrelevant. You can deny it, if you wish, but you'll find that these ones are often pushed over the edge when you fill them with your seed..."

The men were ready, setting themselves up behind their respective partners, ready to plunge. The heroines' pussies were dripping.

"Now."

The moans of Gem, Radio Wave and Sporty were accompanied by loud grunts from the men as they penetrated the heroines. These men were ready for more, even the one that had already come. The pounding was intense, chaotic. Captain 6th laughed, watching his men violate the heroines he had helped to defeat. Eager to join in, as soon as they were done, he started taking off his own pants.

The future pirate who had been with Gem since the beginning was about to blow, and he was trying to fight it, to resist. He called out to his superior.

"Captain... I want to... take her ass."
"You have failed none of the challenges, pirate, so you may. Bring her here and I will take her pussy along with you."

The man stopped his pounding, pulling Gem off of him, and tossing her to the captain. Immediately, Captain 6th lay down, impaling Gem on his thick rod, driving it deep. She moaned and fell on him, kissing his face through his beard. He waited for his trainee to position himself and push in. Gem grunted as the hard dick reamed into her ass.

"The only way this works," said the Captain, "is if we sway taking turns. Follow my rhythm."

The future pirate complied, and they started moving Gem back and forth on their dicks, driving the heroine to the outer edges of the stratosphere instantly. With the drugs slowly wearing off, she was actually able to mouth words...

"Yes... fuck... ass... pussy... harder."

The trainee pounding into Sporty was done for. His creamy load gushed into the heroine's open womb, as he drove himself - and her, not intentionally - into a powerful release. All Sporty was able to do was moan and pant, but it was clear she was also climbing into elevated levels of pleasure.

"Take it, bitch! Take it all. Fuck her pussy's tight...!"

As he pushed and pushed in, she slipped off her knees and descended to be face first; he pumped the last spurts on her ass as it slipped out.

The trainee partnering with Radio Wave was desperate to come again, not for his own sake, but for the Captain's. He had failed once already, and was not about to disappoint any more, so he kept slapping her ass, drawing grunts from her, trying to goad her into more cooperation as his dick relentlessly slid in and out.

The other one, taking Gem's ass, was reaching critical.

"Captain.... this is it."
"Conquer her, then..."

The Captain stopped his own motion, pulled out, and allowed his man to fnish himself off. He could not hold back the words as his semen spurted the bowels of the heroine.

"Oh yes! Best ass in the world... so deep and... oh... coming so hard!"

Every thurst sent more fluids into Gem, and she moaned and rasped as he helped her achieve climax with his energy and vitality.

"Yes! More!" she pleaded.

There was no more, not for him. The man was spent, all his energies drained with his release. He toppled to the side, panting heavily, as his cum slowly started to drip out of her asshole. Captain 6th tossed Gem aside, and she fell to the mat, still very much under the throes of ecstasy. He was happy to see that another of his gang had finished with a heroine. The villain walked up to Sporty, barely moving on the floor, and he twisted her on her back, spreading her legs and positioning himself on top of her. He rammed his still hardened cock into her, ready to take in more pussy. Sporty's back was arched due to her arms and hands being bound in her back. It must not have been a comfortable position, but all she really felt was the thick unit inside her, and it felt amazing after the powerful orgasm she had just received.

The Captain, while pounding away, looked to his remaining future pirate who was desperately and awkwardly trying to get himself off again. Typical of the untrained, he thought. He would show him how it was done. Hastening his pace, Captain 6th drove his hard cock inside Sporty with ferocity, making her scream. He grabbed her breasts, twisting them, drawing screams from the girl as conflicting emotions of pain and pleasure overrode her logic. He slapped her face too, multiple times, until he felt he was ready.

"Stop what you're doing son and look here!" he ordered.

The pirate pounding at Radio Wave complied, albeit with some difficulty, and looked at his captain, observing his performance. Without a word, ready to proceed, Captain 6th fired his shot into Sporty's insides, milking himself with every thrust, barely grunting, all the pleasure reflected on his face as Sporty jerked under his push. As he pulled out of her, a final spurt shot across her stomach. He was still rock hard, and he pushed his pirate off of Radio Wave, taking his place. Within seconds, he was pounding into her pussy with as much ferocity as before, and Radio Wave was truly moaning in delight and ecstasy. He slapped her ass repeatedly, breaking blood vessels, turning them all red...

"Stroke yourself onto her back, if you can!" he ordered.

The pirate did not argue the point, and started performing the order. Captain 6th was using all of his focus and technique to remain in control, to dominate his body as much as hers. He felt the familiar rise in his loins, and he smiled greedily.

The last pirate to go was so far gone, he barely acknowledged when he hit the motherload, and fired his spunk all across Radio Wave's back, panting, grunting, practically fainting from the effort. As his jizz shot out in short bursts, Captain 6th gave it his all, and he too fired off a second salvo into a different pussy, with Radio Wave screaming as he filled her up with his hot jizz. This time, however, he could not contain the words.

"Finally... ah... victory is complete... I raped them all... AAHHH!!!"

And with that, he was done. They were all done. A long silence crept into the room, disturbed only by the moans and pants of the defeated heroines, so weak from the exertion and violation. The Captain smiled once more, grinning from ear-to-ear. Finally, the Pirate gang was reborn, and lord help any one - heroine or other - who stood in his way.

***

Solara's mind was starting to clear, and the first sounds that made it to her awareness were the moans of women, which took some moment to process. Her last memory was vague, distant... a feeling of enormous power, thrust into her pussy... no there were others too, dulled by a long drug-induced sleep... how many times since the beast Sorei had claimed her as his own? She couldn't recall, but it was many.

Her hands went to the pressure around her neck, and she grasped the collar, instantly recognizing it for what it was; her head was still wobbly and her sight was confused, although the shapes were coming into focus. She tried to stand, but her legs gave out; instead, she twisted her body around on the ground so she could look in the direction where the sounds were coming from. She saw three figures, one male, two female. He was between the two woman, whoever he was; he felt unfamiliar. The female voices moaning were not recognizable, the hot pink and dark blue from the boots from the boots were a dead giveaway that these were other heroines, and he was the villain, weaking some kind of kimono-like... no, an actual kimono. He was asian. Chinese. Her eyes were focused now. She actually did not recognize the heroines.

Words returned, and she immedialy spoke up.

"Stop this! Now!"

She wanted her words to carry strength, but they were feeble. The Dark-Ninja stared at her, his fingers still prodding the two heroines at his mercy, keeping them on edge, denying them the release they so desperately craved under the influence of the Angel Dust.

"You are Solara," he began. "I am Dark-Ninja. I am your enemy."
"Stop it! I mean it!"
"I cannot."

Solara started dragging herself across the mat, closer to the heroine's feet, her body still failing to fully cooperate.

"You will make me stop, then?"
"I will... with my dying breath."
"Solara, if your death was the reward I sought, you would not have woken up from your slumber..."

She recalled Sorei better now... his thick, hard, cock destroying her from the inside, almost unnatural... and then black out after black out, encounter after encounter... they had kept her drugged for a while, she knew... dicks inside her holes... pussies too... so many partners... she wanted to vomit, but she didn't really have anything in her stomach.

As she reached Hopegirl's feet, Dark-Ninja stopped his ministrations on the girl and reached down, slapping his hand across Solara's face. She jerked to her back and stayed there. The girls had barely a moment of respite before the fingers returned to them. Pinkette was drooling so much, she was swallowing her own spit, almost coughing; Hopegirl was no better, shaking like a leaf.

"Stop!" yelled Solara. "Damn it! What do you want? Stop and tell me, and I'll do it."

Dark-Ninja actually stopped, staring at her.

"What I want, Solara, is for you to admit defeat and surrender to me."
"I can't even fight, whoever you are... I surrender. Please... stop hurting them."

Dark-Ninja suddenly understood something from her words.

"You know not who they are?"

Solara was in no mood to play around with him; although her strength was returning, she wasn't certain how long had passed since her encounter with Sorei... days..? weeks...? She was weak from the time spent doing whatever it was she had been doing all this time. Still, she managed to roll to her side, and set herself up on all fours. She didn't answer his question.

"I know your type... you just want to break me, right? Make me your bitch? You think by sticking your dick up my pussy or ass, or forcing me to swallow your load that it will give you power over me? I got news for you, asshole... if that were the case, I know a few hundred men who have seniority over you..."

Her comment was meant to be snide, but Dark-Ninja was not impressed.

"You misunderstand. I will take you, that is not a concern, but that is also strictly for my benefit. No... that is not what will hurt you."

He got up from his position, removing his kimono. He was naked under it, his penis already at half-mast. Solara knew the drill; she was practically conditioned for it. He walked over to her and dragged her by the hair, so she was in-between the two other heroines. She let herself be dragged, either to get this sordid business done.

Dark-Ninja steadied himself behind her, and examined her pussy for a second. It was dripping wet, ready for her. Even her butthole was distended slightly. She was engineered for sex, he realized. Perhaps there was little challenge in breaking her. Whoever had broken her in in the past had done a remarkable job. Still, it was no reason for him not to enjoy the act. Without ceremony, he slipped his cock inside her wet hole and she cringed from the penetration. But instead of pumping it in, he grabbed her waist fiercely and kept it tucked inside her, hard, inviting. Solara attempted to sway back and forth on him, but his grip was tight.

"Dammit... fuck me or don't, but make up your mind..."

Falling asleep in a sex nightmare only to wake up in one... Solara was hornier than she had ever been, but the partner inside her was denying her that satisfaction. She snarled at him, a guttural response to his agression and withholding.

"Fuck me, dammit. Fuck me! Come on! Please."

He wanted her to beg, so she would beg. He did not move.

"For fuck's sake, whoever you are, ram my pussy... my ass... anything."

Tears were flowing down her cheeks, and she was panting heavily. It was like being impalled and immobilized on a rock. As as she knew, he had turned to stone, but he was still there, stoic as ever. Finally, she understood his game.

"Okay... fine... tell me what do to do and I'll do it. Just tell me."

He finally answered.

"Insert two fingers inside each of the heroines in front of you, and proceed to stimulate them."
"Okay... okay..."

It wasn't what she wanted, but she wanted the rest, and there was no way around it. She bent forward even more, feeling his hard cock change angle inside her, so her fingers could reach Pinkette and Hopegirl. The girls were already so damp from the Dark-Ninja's ministrations... the fingers slid right in; the heroines trembled as Solara penetrated them with her digits, then started to play with the insides with her orange gloved hands... Meanwhile, Dark-Ninja did not move at all.

"Dammit... I'm doing it... now fuck me..."

No answer still. Solara was going out of her mind.

"What? What else can I do?"
"Provide them with release, and only once that is done may you get yours."

Solara held back the scream as she accelerated the pace of her fingers her colleagues's vaginas; Pinkette, who was already ready to burst, came with violence, her scream of ecstasy deafening for a moment everyone in the room. Hopegirl was harder to get off, but the climb was inescapable, and Solara desperately wanted that thick cock inside her to get her off, to give her what she needed... the desperate rush... she hated herself for needing it, for forcing her fingers into colleagues she had never heard of... and then Hopegirl let out a long squeal, her body arching and twitching, twisting Solara's wrist and fingers.

At that instant, the pounding started, and Solara lost it. Every thrust inside her made her whole, filled her up to unimaginable pleasure as Dark-NInja proceeded to violate her insides. She didn't care. He was perfect in every way, she absent-mindedly thought. His hardness was hitting every sweet spot, ravaging her entirely. His body weight pressed her down to the floor where he continued to ram into her until she barely moved from his thrusts.

He pulled out of her, flipped her on her back and positioned himself on top of her, facing her. Leaning in, he kissed her mouth, and she returned the favor. He plunged once again deep inside her, staring into her gorgeous eyes, seeing the orange-glint from her meta-changes as he peered into her soul, and she into his. The rape was now also an embrace of souls, his mind reaching into hers, drawing out all the lust two people could share. Even for the Dark-Ninja, the intensity was simply too much to bear.

"I will come inside you, and you will be mine...."
"Yes... please... make me yours... I belong to you."

Her words sufficed to throw the villain into his own moment of ecstasy, and he pumped every last burst of his seed with frantic fury into the heroine's womb, claiming her mind as much as her body. She had wrapped her arms around him, holding him tight, letting him finish inside her, enjoying his embrace and violence at the same time. His entire load spent, he collapsed on top of her for a brief moment. She was panting profusely, her entire body shaking from the massive release of endorphins in her system, not to mention some of the lingering effects of Angel Dust.

"My name is Dark-Ninja," he whispered in her ear. "And you belong to me... as does your friend Silvertreak... The both of you are my property now..."
"Yes.. Dark-Ninja... yes... I'm your property."

They exchanged passionate kisses. The Dark-Ninja smiled inwardly. Two of the heroines had now fallen under his love spell. Truthfully, he did not expect the doctor of Villainy to be able to keep them indefinitely, so he was planning for the future, just in case. These two heroines would now be at his beck and call, vulnerable to his presence, filled with lust at the mere sight of him. It was something he could use for later, if it ever came to that.

Before Solara could truly regain her full awareness, he removed himself from her and contemplated his handiwork, the three heroines, orgasmed and defeated. He truly had come out on his own, no longer a support for failed apprentices. The time of the Dark-Ninja was at hand.

***

A powerful orgasm rocked Star-Spangled Girl's entire body as Sargeant Black drove it in deep with her mouth and tongue. The heroine spasmed and shivered, her own face buried into Cowgirl's pussy, lapping it up, as the other heroine was also doing for Bodyglove. They were all chained together like the wagons of a locomotive, and it was Sargeant Black driving them all to where she wanted them to go.

The villainess pulled herself out from under Star-Spangled Girl, wiping her mouth off her arm. Her tongue was numb, but she didn't care. It had been a while since she'd had the pleasure of inflicting such an intense licking on anyone, let alone the famous Star-Spangled Girl. She was, of course, far from done.

The train had pretty much stopped, the heroines no longer stimulated by her vicious assault on them, but their positions still seemed agreeable to something else the Russian vixen had in mind. She would need to get into her bag of tricks. Luckily, she had planned quite a lot, probably too much, expecting the reward at the end of the game. She only hoped she would have enough toys for everyone. She was only absent from them for a minute before returning with three fresh dildos and a small butterfly vibrator. She also corrected carried leather straps for ball gags, but they were devoid of the sphere, with only a hoop where it could be.

Again, she started with the lead heroine for the train, Bodyglove. She wrapped the leather strap around her head, covering her mouth with it, but not before she slipped the dildo inside, facing out, extruding from the heroine's face. One down. She moved to Cowgirl, in-between, and set up the leather and dildo in the same way; she then glided the dildo tip to rest against Bodyglove's pussy, and slid it in, making Bodyglove jolt from the penetration. Finally, she moved to Star-Spangled Girl's face and repeated the process. Each heroine now had a dildo sticking out from their face, Star-Spangled Girl penetrating Cowgirl's pussy, and Cowgirl's inside Bodyglove's. The last heroine's simply stuck out, with nowhere to go - for now. Stimulated by the insertion inside their holes, Cowgirl and Bodyglove started to sway, giving themselves pleasure, still very much under the drug's influence.

The train was almost ready once more. Sargeant Black strapped the butterfly vibrator against Star-Spangled Girl's pussy, and turned it on. It made the train start rocking again, as the waves of vibration against the heroine spread forward, recreating the momentum of the previous play. Finally, sargeant Black was ready. She set herself up behind Star-Spangled Girl, gliding the strap-on she had previously put on towards her delicate pussy lips. She gently parted them, right under where the butterfly vibrator ended, and proceeded to insert the whole length into the heroine.

And away, the train went again. With each thrust, sargeant Black was able to push the heroines under her power further into the swing, providing herself with much pleasure thanks to the reverse stimulation from the contact against her own pussy and the stimulator against her own clitoris. Moans were muffled by the devices in the heroine's mouth, but were nevertheless music to the villainess, who was already overstimulated from all her preparation and play. Star-Spangled Girl's eyes were barely in focus, and it was the same for the other two girls. The throes of pleasure had taken hold of their entire perceptual range, making them little more than receptacle for pleasures. Sargeant Black drove it in with all the energy that she had, until she too, ultimately, wasn't able to contain the excitement she was deriving from her own pleasure as much as from their humiliation. She yelled out a long and plaintive 'aaaahhhhh' before collapsing on top of Star-Spangled Girl's ass.

Frenzy overcame her for an instant, as the orgasm drove her wild. She pulled out of Star-Spangled Girl, practically tearing the harness holding the strap-on off her waist, and raced to the other end of the train, where Bodyglove was still swaying from the pounding Cowgirl was still giving her. Quickly, setting herself on all fours, Sargeant Black reversed herself on the dildo protruding from Bodyglove's face. Because the vibrator was still on, Star-Spangled Girl kept jolting from it, triggering the train to go ahead, and at the end, Bodyglove was now plunging her face dildo into the villainess' love hole.

"Fuck!" she screamed in russian, letting the energy rise once more.

The train continued like that for a long time, the villainess still in control, pushing herself against the dildo as it went all the way up her pussy, enough that her ass went to rest on Bodyglove's masked face. Finally, inexorably, the race to pleasure reached a second peak for Black and she came hard, her ass shaking from the wave irradiating up from her pussy, her back arched upwards as she grabbed her breasts and kneaded them, maximizing the experience. And then, nothing. The villainess fell from exhaustion, grinning, satisfied beyond her wildest desires.

In a sense, she was glad lieutenant Liberty had not been here. She would have diverted her attention away from these three glorious prizes.

Sargeant Black left the vibrator on as she cooled herself down, watching the train keep on rocking back and forth, driving the heroines ever more into the arms of lust, draining all their reserves.

***

After the fourth snap of the cravache, Felina had managed to get with the program and fall in line with Silverstreak and Zephyr. As the three heroines kept riding the sybians, while Zero-Girl played with the intensity of the devices, they were able to make it known when the stimulation got too strong, which in turn allowed Zero-Girl to deny them their orgasm. It made the heroines cringe every time because of the Angel Dust in their system, but they were compliant, and this impressed the villainess.

It did, however, make her a little sad. She had hoped for more of a challenge from them. She wondered for a moment if she should let them indulge in their release before ending the session, and she realized that she didn't need to. Keeping them frustrated might only make them more challenging later. She simply turned off the sybians, and the girls moaned with desperate tones, eager for the stimulation to resume, trying to prop themselves up and down the plastic dildos inside them, with little effect. That, more than the rest, made Zero-Girl smile.

By now, the Angel Dust effect had decreased, allowing some vocal interaction between her and the girls. She had renamed them One, Two and Three (Silverstreak, Zephyr and Felina). She turned to the one who had showed the best attitude, and on whom the Angel Dust impairment had mostly subsided.

"One? How are you feeling?"
"I am very horny, mother..."

The Angel Dust, making their more receptive to suggestion, had already allowed her to implant the idea of her authority strongly in their brains.

"Do you deserve release?"
"It is not my place to say, but I wish it, if you so desire."
"I may indulge you later. Tell me about Two."

Silverstreak cast an unsteady glance at Zephyr.

"What do you wish to know, mother?"
"I wish to know if she deserves her release. She seems to want one."

Zephyr was biting her lip, still strugging against the restraints, trying to shift her weight to get some movement going inside her.

"It is not for me to judge."
"I ask your opinion, you shall give it."
"Then I say no. Although she was compliant in calling out her pleasure limit, she is still seeking contentment without consent."
"True."

The cravache snapped at Zephyr's stomach, drawing a speck of blood from the small wound it made. Zephyr, having heard the conversation, stopped her frantic motions and forced herself to remain still.

"Good girl..."

She turned back to Silverstreak.

"And what about Three? Does she deserve?"
"She had made progress, but I do not think she has earned the right."
"Quite right. But I will give it to her anyway..."

The words made Silverstreak and Zephyr tremble; they had both been compliant, yet it was their disobient sister which would get the reward. It was unfair, but they both knew that it was pointless to argue with mother. She was always in control.

Zero-Girl turned Felina's sybian back on and cranked it up to the max.

"Let's see how long she lasts before she faints..."

Suddenly, Silverstreak and Zephyr were happy to have been compliant, as they saw Felina's face contort with the intense pain and pleasure of having her insides battered by a vibrating dildo set to full power, incredibly orgasmic but also very painful. She yelped and screamed, flailing left and right as the device tore into her, practically injuring the soft flesh inside of her. Tears of pain and humiliation rolled down Felina's face as the villainess stared her down, enjoying the mixed punishment she was delivering.

Perhaps there was something to do with these heroines after all, and everything she learned here, she could apply to training the next batch of daughters for her operations. Who knew how many girls might end up joining her cause? Nine? The number now seemed small. All she had to do was try again, find more girls, in Eve City or elsewhere, and start again.

***

A second burst of hot artificial cum jizzed inside KnightHawk and Flechette, still bound against the wall, still being raped by Gala's sex snakes, their mouths still busy with the snakes inside them. Gala sneered as the second set of snakes retreated from the two restrained heroines' pussies and semen poured out, staining the back wall and floor underneath them. Flechette's eyes were full of tears, and the gag in her mouth prevented her from taking in deep breaths; she was almost suffocating. KnightHawk was in no better position, but somehow, she was holding on... holding to a last moment of clarity.

With much effort, she was able to finally bite into the sex snake, grinding her teeth into it. It seemed to recoil and shot out of her mouth in a single bolt. KnightHawk barely had time to take in a breath before she called out to her tormentor.

"Yuki, for the love of everything... stop this!"

Gala was actually surprised that her enemy had succeeded in freeing her mouth - not that she could do much else.

"Are you enjoying the show, Desiree?"
"This is... you're not well... what did he do to you?"

Gala raced over to her and slapped her.

"What do you care? You let them rape me!"
"And now, you've become the rapist, Yuki... you're the one hurting us..."

Another violent slap almost drew blood from KnightHawk's cheek, but she was determined not to let it stop her from talking.

"I failed you, yes... but I failed myself too... I have failed a lot of people in my life, but I don't give up. And neither should you... why? What does raping me and Flechette get you?"

A third slap was about to come, but Gala stayed her hand. The anger boiling inside of her was too much.

"I told you at Frenzy club," continued KnightHawk, still panting from the overstimulation, "I love you. You were one of my best friends, and I let them... I'm so used to being the victim, to receiving... I've been raped too many times to count, Yuki, and you think that didn't break me? It did. You saw it, when I was with Priscilla..."

Gala had turned her back to KnightHawk, unable to sustain her gaze. The madness she felt inside, it made her blood boil, and she hated it.

"I'm broken, Yuki. We all are, all the heroines. We do what we can when we're out there, facing the bad guys, and we fight to the end but... at the end of the day, we're all wrecks, and broken bodies. We only survive through willpower and because, well, someone has to fight them... I didn't rape you, but yes, I let it happen. I could have jumped that silvery-masked man and beaten him senseless, but I was protecting my identity... and we all paid for that."

Out of the blue, Gala screamed her heart out; it took KnightHawk by surprise. She cast a glance at Flechette, still bound and gagged but very much aware of what was happening, all  the Angel Dust in her system having been neutralized. Flechette could not help - only KnightHawk's words could attempt to save them from further violation.

"I'm sorry, Yuki, but you had no chance. Neither did I."

Gala finally turned to face her former friend, the anger still there but under control; her face almost had a semblance of humanity.

"Don't you think I know that? I... hate you but... I remember everything... I remember that first time we met, how you kept undressing me with your eyes... how I liked it. Why did you never make a pass at me, Desiree?"
"Because I'm stupid..."

She cast a quick glance at Flechette, thinking of her at the same time; she knew that the heroine felt an attraction for her as well, so perhaps this was for everyone's benefit.

"I'm stupid, Yuki. And I'm stupid because... when you get violated, when someone rapes you... your attitude towards sex changes. Some of us go crazy for it... Gem... Solara... others fight it with all their might. That's Andromeda, always defiant. And me... well, I block it out. So when an actual person I like, I love, comes and I get lustful feelings, well... I'm taken back to those times where I was violated, and I can't... let them close... I can't let them use me... so nothing happens. It's not a sane way to live, but it's how I cope..."

KnightHawk, despite the torment, pain and anxiety, managed to crack a smile.

"It`s almost funny. KnightHawk gets all the sex that Desiree wants to have..."

Gala actually gave a small laugh to that.

"Can you remove the snake from Flechette's mouth? She's choking."

To everyone's suprise, perhaps even Gala's, she complied. The snake retreated, and Flechette coughed hard, her normal breathing restored. KnightHawk looked at her while talking.

"Now, I'm not done with Yuki, so Flechette, I need you to remain quiet."

Flechette nodded. She studied her posture, wondering if there was any way for her to escape these restraints. It would occupy her mind while KnightHawk did what she had to do with Gala, who seemed to be lost in a trance.

"I know you're angry, Yuki. I'm angry too. I've been angry a long time. Let's stop being angry together..."
"I... I'm not sure I want to. The anger keeps me... strong."
"It does. It keeps me strong too. But we don't need to be strong right now. I'm not going anywhere, and not just because I'm trapped. I said it at the Frenzy club too, so I'll ask again... make love to me."

Gala stared at her, shaken at her very core. The heroine had gotten through to the woman still trapped inside the monster's body.

"But I..."
"There's no but. I don't want your snakes. I don't want anyone but you, here and now, as you are... you look different, yes, but I know you, and I know that, despite the terror of what the doctor of Villainy did to you..."
"How did you know it was him?" said a stunned Gala.

It made no sense that KnightHawk had figured it out, but actually, she simply hadn't had the time to explain it to her when they had previously met and battled at the Frenzy club. She had figured it out as soon as she had seen her full hand.

"I was able to determine that the DNA of the unfertilized semen at the crime scenes belonged to one Jack Kurt, died in prison, a meta with a unique seeding ability, if you will... His body was taken from the morgue over a year and a half ago, and I was able to determine that it was indeed doctor Robert Clayton who had stolen him. I knew this because Clayton's assets, after his presumed demise last year were catalogued. Then I see you, and I make the connection. I had always suspected the doctor had survived... you were the proof. Or it not him, then an acolyte, possibly the Smith."

Gala stared at her for a long moment.

"How smart are you?"
"Smart enough to know that I don't stand a chance against you, and that I don't want to fight one of my best friends."

KnightHawk started singing, and tears swelled up in Gala's dry eyes. The song was 'My Heart Believes', the duo they had sung together at the charity event. Gala picked up her verse, her raspy voice much less melodic than before, but passionate none-the-less. As they sang, Gala moved in closer, placing her face against KnightHawk's, as they stared at each other. Gala's unnatural cock twitched between her legs, coming to rest against KnightHawk's pussy. As the heroine was about to hit the high note, the cock rose into her and transformed it into a 'ooohhhh', followed by a kiss. Gala started pumping her cock inside KnightHawk's pussy, pressing their bodies together. Flechette could only watch their love-making and again be jealous that Desiree was again getting all of the attention. Looking around, she saw the hovering sex snakes and decided she was better off playing possum.

Yuki and Desiree exchanged passionate kisses as they made love to each other, Gala panting and moaning as the rush inside her made her want to release, but she didn't want it to stop. She had never felt so close, so at peace... and to have her friend, her lover now, KnightHawk and Desiree, one and the same.

Between kisses, Desiree whispered in Gala's ear.

"I love you Yuki. Don't hold back for me... Just do it."

It was too much for the poor Gala, whose emotions were completey out-of-whack. She started emptying herself into KnightHawk, and the heroine moaned with delight as each thrust delivered the promise of more pleasure and the pleasure itself. The spraying of KnightHawk's insides was long, not as long as their previous encounter, but long enough for Flechette to start wondering. After a full thirty seconds, with KnightHawk's head swooning, Gala stopped the rhythmic movement of her hips.

She remained inside KnightHawk, looking into her eyes, and she read the same thing as before. Love. I wasn't a fake, a pretense, or even an illusion. She saw it.

"I need to get you out of here..." said Gala.

She was surprises when KnightHawk had no reaction. She had thought it the right thing to say, and so she was puzzled.

"You'll get into trouble," was the first thing KnightHawk replied. "I can't let you do that. He may kill you."
"I'm dead anyway... Yuki Chan is gone, and I am a monster... but I can choose to be the monster I want to be... Desiree, I love you too, and I don't want this to go on anymore."

Grabbing one of the restraints at KnightHawk's wrists, Gala started to pull with all her might.

***

Ghost had been waiting a long time, exposed and tied up by her hands from the ceiling, collared so she would be powerless, at least long enough for the Angel Dust to completely dissipate from her system. She had played a hunch, and it had been proven right. Angel Dust was no mere compound. Its simpler version was used as a rape drug, but it had so many other possibilities, so many combinations. And there had been so much of it involved in all these incidents, she had visited doctor Samuel Hurt, the night before her fight with Prototype, once she had realized the treason. Too late to help anyone but herself. And the doctor had delivered, once more, another genius whose talents were fortunately used for the benefit of Eve City and its protectors.

"I need to find a way to thank him," she had said, leaving his office after getting the implant inside her vagina.

She remembered his explanation. 

"It will counter the effect of Angel Dust in your system. I've been working on it since KnightHawk brought me a sample not too long ago. It's not perfect. You'll still get aroused, quite so in fact, but you won't be unaware..."

She was hoping her other hunch would play out as well. That one involved a lot more guess work, but if she had played her cards right...

The door to the room she had been set up in opened, and Ghost breathed a sign of relief, accompanied by a feeling of dread. The powerful form of Prototype entered the room, and she expected she had only one thing on her mind. However, as soon as the villainess saw Ghost, she noticed the flicker of awareness in her eyes.

"You're supposed to be out..."
"Angel Dust doesn't affect me like it does the others..." she bluffed.

Prototype had no way of knowing the truth, so the bluff paid off.

"It doesn't matter. It's better this way. I'm going to enjoy breaking you."
"You can, and you probably will. I just want you to know one thing before you ravage me, Carla..."
"Don't call me that!" yelled Prototype.
"But it's who you are? Both of you..."

Prototype focused her telekinesis on Ghosts' throat, crushing it, preventing her from speaking. Ghost was gasping for air within moments, and Prototype released it only moments before she was about to pass out.

"You know nothing!" finally replied Prototype, "so don't pretend you do."

Ghost was unable to mouth a response, still clearing her throat from the compression which had almost killed her. Prototype walked around the room, examining her naked opponent. She focused her mind on those gorgeous curves, sending a telekinetic hand to graze against the skin. Ghost shivered, and the stimulating portion of the Angel Dust, the one that still affected her, kicked in. She moaned with anticipation, hoping for more, fearing for worse. Finally able to speak again, she knew she had to thread carefully so as to avoid another such assault.

"Do you want to rape me, Prototype?"

There was actually no answer.

"Or maybe just hurt me?"

The grin on the black bikini'd babe told everything.

"That's right. It's not about sex for you. It's about hurt... I get it. All right. Hurt me all you can... make me scream in pain... tear my skin off... break my limbs and bones... shatter my internal organs... if it makes you feel better."

Almost taking the cue, Prototype gathered a telekinetic charge inside her mind, ready to unleash it and shatter the heroine's nubile body, but held it back. She stormed to stand in front of Ghost.

"Why do you want me to hurt you?"
"I don't. It's what you want, and I can't really stop you. I'm powerless, defenseless, exposed... all those things you're not."

Prototype refocused the telekinetic energy, but let it go again.

"You want me to rape you... is that it? Is that how your girls get off?"
"No. It's not. We're conditioned to take pleasure from it, but it's really not. Neither is pain. You know what turns me on, Carl... Prototype?"
"What?"

Prototype was defiantly staring at Ghost, waiting for her answer.

"A good conversation, a warm bath... a massage... gentle kisses on my neck. Strong arms on a man. A good chest on a woman. Simple things. Poetry. Love letters. Chocolate. Even flowers. I'm old-fashioned. That's what turns me on..."

Prototype was thinking and wondering why Ghost was doing all this talking. It was clearly a distraction of some kind, but for what. And why should she humor her? But then, there was that gnawing feeling inside her body, something about... something... she didn't quite understand it. A few words, spoken out-of-context...

"Why do you say these things to me, Ghost?"
"My name is Linda. Linda Ramsdale. I wasn't born Ghost. I got powers from exposure to cosmic radiation and now, I wear a skin-tight suit, probably too sexy for my own good, and I fight crime. It's really a strange thing, when you stop and think about it."
"I still don't understand."
"What about you, Prototype? What's your strange thing?"

The question hung in mid-air and Prototype did not answer. Instead, she became a little angry.

"I don't have to talk to you!"
"No. You don't. You can beat me. You can rape me. You can do nothing. Or we can talk. That gets my vote, but I'm not in any position to impose anything on you..."

Prototype backed away, finally remembering the few words that were gnawing at the base of her skull.

"You said something... back in Eve City..."
"I know I did. I meant it."

Ghost took a pause, clearing her throat to say the words as clearly as possible.

"Better than Andromeda."
"That's the words... why?"
"Because you... Carla..."

Ghost maked a pause, but no violence came at the mention of the name.

"You and Andromeda have a history. Two histories. Carla Moran. That's both of you. Mind and body, merged together, and both fans of Andromeda. One, a victim, a scientist caught in a web of lies, awakened to the truth only to have her life snuffed out. The other, a defender of women, brutalized by men for wanting to look up at the inspiring example that Andromeda was bringing to the city. You were the link needed to get to Andromeda, but you are not her enemy... you're her biggest fan. Twice. And I mean it when I say you could be better  than her, more powerful yes, but you could serve as a greater example than even she does."

Prototype looked away at the wall, lost in thought.

"But I... my master he... made me so I..."
"He placed triggers in your mind, yes, so that you would turn against Andromeda at the right moment; but the other you, the one that fell in love with her.. that was real. That was Carla. Prototype is who you are programmed to be. Carla Moran is who you are. The same as Ghost is my mask - and I am Linda, a friend, just a woman trying to make a difference... like you. Like Andromeda."

A marked pause came about the room, as Prototype processed all the information. Before the process was done, however, Ghost added a simple question.

"Do you know what they plan to do with Andromeda?"

The question remained suspended in mid-air...

End part 3

****************************************************************

A FEW WORDS, part 4

"Stop it! No!"

Andromeda's screams were futile. The tentacle had inserted itself inside her vagina and crawled its way up as far as it could go; as it wriggled inside her, it stimulated the insides of her pussy, driving her mad with lust and desire. Knowing the nature of the violation did not help in any way to prevent it from stimulating her erogenous zones, and the continued sounds of pleasure emanating from her tired allies still bound to the Smith's deviant machines did not help.

On the screen, the face of Robert Clayton giggled.

"How does it feel, Andromeda... to know that you will soon be carrying the child of the Collector..."
"The... who?"

She fought against the pleasure, still trying to pull herself off the chair, but with her collar in place, it was a fool's errand.

"The Collector. I tracked the comet to this planet, you see, and I saw the effect it had on your people... yes... so powerful... the perfect race for me to transplant myself and renew my collection, starting with you, meta-heroines as you call yourselves, children of power... to become my army."
"You're mad if you think we'll ever work for you..."
"I don't expect you to do so willingly, but once I am born of human flesh, and able to discard this alien body which I inhabit... only you, Andromeda, have the compatible genetics for me to mate and be reborn. The others, however, will be made to hatch out my minions, so do not fear for their lives..."

The infernal push inside her womb was too great. The tentacle had torn into her diaphragm now, and could proceed with its seeding, and there was little she could do to stop it. She was about to be inseminated with the alien DNA of some kind of alien space conqueror... mixed with her own, who knew what manner of power would emerge...

There was a loud knock on the outer door to the Smith's lab, which caught the Smith's attention immediately, and distracted the voice on the screen.

"What's happening?"

The Smith, instead of looking at the door, turned to look at the many screens. His attention had been focused on Andromeda's violation, and he had carelessly forgotten to check on what was happening elsewhere. One of the screens was still showing static and it concerned the Smith, but not as much as seeing the picture from the roof, a naked Intercept and no sign of Ricochet.

"Ricochet is loose," the Smith stated without panicking.

There was a second knock and the door, and its hinges suddenly started to pull away, as a gigantic pressure was applied against them. They snapped, and the door was pushed in, falling loudly on the floor. The Smith rose to stare at whoever was there, and was taken aback to see Prototype staring him down.

"Prototype... what are you doing here?"

But Carla Moran, as she now reasoned herself, did not pay attention to him. She heard the moans and pants of the heroines in the room, but her ears focused only on those of Andromeda, and she saw her bound, writing between pleasure and agony, so close to an orgasm... and then she saw the tentacle, protruding from the ground.

"What are you doing to Andromeda?" she shrieked.

Was it the sound of Prototype's voice, or the tentacle finally working its magic? The result was the same. Andromeda came, as hard as she could, her body reacting to the stimulation, exploding in a vocal orgasm that echoed on the metallic walls of the room. It only took a moment for Prototype to fly to her, pull the chair off the ground, litterally tearing it from the floor. The tentacle wiggled left and right, flaying about as Andromeda's sudden unexpected movement pulled it out of her. Amplifying her strength with her telekinesis, Prototype tore away the binds on Andromeda's wrists.

The shot came suddenly, a powerful blaster bolt that struck Prototype in the back, burning her flesh and costume; the piece of string holding her top in place burned away made her top fall off, and her huge breasts flopped in Andromeda's face. Prototype felt the full force of the injury and collapsed, but she turned her head to the Smith and used her telekinetic push to lift him off the ground and slam him into the back wall. The force of the hit was strong enough for the Smith to be knocked out instantly.

Andromeda looked up, seeing the face of her lover - her enemy - she was confused. Prototype tore at the bindings on her feet, setting the heroine free. The tentacle retreated into its hole in the ground, which closed behind it.

"Help them..." mouthed Andromeda, still recovering, pointing to trapped heroines. Prototype focused her telekinetic ability on the machines, forcing them to grind to a halt; mechanical components snapped off, breaking the material and ending the torment on the heroines. Andromeda was about to stand up when she saw Prototype collapse. She leaned down on her, and saw her panting.

"I'm... I..." Prototype started speaking, but the words were not coming.
"A traitor is traitor," said the voice on the screen. "I should have known the double conditioning would not work as well."

Andromeda stood up.

"What have you done?"
"She is shut down. Dying."
"No! Bring her back..."

The staredown was intense... tears were forming in Andromeda's eyes.

"Become the bearer of my human body, and I will consider it," replied the villain.

Andromeda was in shock, in tears, angry like never before. She had fallen for Prototype, who had then betrayed her, only to save her again. She was Carla Moran, and she wasn't.... it was all too much. And all she had to do to maybe bring her back was...

Andromeda screamed, grabbing the chair and tossing it into the screen. It shatted in a million fragments as electricity sparked. Andromeda fell to her knees, besides Prototype. She was gone. Not even a goodbye. Dead again.

"Help!" cried Plasma, free from the torture but still bound to the device. 

Andromeda took in a deep breath and dried her tears. At this moment, she hated her life more than anything, but it was not her choice. It was her fight. She ran up to the Smith, checking him for the key to unlock the collars. He had it on him, and it was remote activated. A wicked smile, almost evil, spread across the heroine's face as she turned all the collars off at the same time.

***

As Holly Heartless was about to stand up and go for another round, she suddenly felt a tug on her costume bra. Confused, she looked down. Suddenly, it started pulling her away and up against the wall, giving her breasts a wedgie. She was completely rattled, unable to comprehend what was happening, until she saw the restraints on Ms Dynamo undoing themselves as if by magic. She looked at the chocolate-colored heroine, and noticed her face was up, focusing on her, fixing her gaze through her electric blue eye mask.

"What the...?"

She then saw that the green light on the heroine's collar was turned off, and she knew. Quickly, she unclasped her bra, falling to the floor, now as exposed as the heroines had been. For a moment, she hesitated, but then made up her mind. She exited the room without looking back. Ms Dynamo finished struggling with a wrist restraint with her mind and finally got herself free. She removed the collar from her throat and quickly assessed the situation in the room. She wasn't familiar with the two heroines in the room with her, not personally, but she knew she had to get them out, so she started working on her own restraints first.

***

The sound of static reverberated in the room where Captain 6th and his new pirates had just earned their first bounty on Radio Wave, Gem and Sporty. They had pretty much finished pulling their pants back up when the Captain noticed that Gem was stirring, as was Radio Wave. He had a moment of pause and quietly backed towards the door, experience telling him that something was up. He knew it to be true when he saw Gem rise, the crystalline energy she wielded coalescing around her. Radio Wave was also turning to face them, confusion and anger in her eyes.

Gem spoke up, a weird mix of pleasure and violence in her voice.

"Well... thank you for fucking us up... Now, it's our turn to fuck you up!"

Captain 6th was out of there before his men could turn around and ask for orders. As Sporty also rose to her feet, still more sluggish than the meta-powered heroines, the wannabe-pirates wondered if perhaps they hadn't made a grave mistake in accepting the Captain's offer.

***

By the time Solara woke up from her transe, the Dark-Ninja was gone. She remembered his presence around her, inside her, strong and powerful, overwhelming. She shook it off, knowing full well it was an after-effect of whatever he had done to her on top of fucking her silly. As she was finally able to rise to her feet, she felt a strange surge of power return to her body. Instinctively, she screamed and placed her hands on the latch of the collar around her neck, and burned it off with a satisfying whoosh.

She shook the daze from her mind. With her powers returned, no longer bound, she was in full control. She looked over to the heroines in the room with her, Hopegirl and Pinkette. They were slowly starting to come to as well, the Angel Dust still in their system but diminishing in strength.

"Wake up... I'm Solara..."

The other heroines stirred into awareness, and introduced themselves in return.

"Hopegirl..." said the girl in the dark blue mask.
"Pinkette... hey... did we just get fucked?"
"We'll talk about it later. Can you walk?"

Pinkette pushed herself to her feet through willpower alone.

"I can't promise you a dance, lovely, but I can walk," Pinkette joked.

Solara helped Hopegirl to her feet.

"Thank you, Solara. We are in your debt."
"There'll be plenty of occasions to pay me back. We need to find the others."
"Agreed."

The three heroines exited the room.

***

Sargeant Black was still lying on her back, looking at the sexual train before her, when she realized something was up. She didn't know what, but it made her tingle. She got up, grabbing her clothes without putting them on, and walked up to the console near the door, activating the intercom system.

"Smith. Are you there?"

There was no answer. Odd.

"Smith?"

Sargeant Black opened the door into the hall, curious. She stepped out, her clothes still in her hands. The hall was long, with many doors at each sides, with the left leading back to the Smith's area. As she was about to walk in that direction, she saw a door open. Her reflex was to retreat back into her own room and peek out. She saw Solara walking out, still very exposed but awake and aware, and she was not alone; the other two unpowered heroines were with her. She glanced back at Star-Spangled Girl and the two others with her.

"I had a blast ladies, but it looks like I'm no longer needed here... best be on my way. Enjoy the vibrations."

Quickly dressing herself up, she peeked back into the corridor, making a dash for it in the opposite direction, towards the hangar for vehicles.

It took a long moment for Plasma, investigating the rooms, to find the three heroines, still bound in the train, still being tormented by the butterfly vibrator on Star-Spangled Girl's pussy. Plasma then melted away their restraints and set them free.

***

Cowgirl was in tears, her pussy violently raped by the dildo inside her set to the maximum setting. She was begging for it to stop, pleading, and Zero-Girl was not letting her have her way. The torture was unbearable. Zero-Girl's attention was solely focused on her victim and not on her other two charges.

She suddenly felt a tap on her shoulder. Twisting her head, she saw a silver-gloved fist come at her face at breakneck speeds. The suddenness of the impact shattered her nose and sent her reeling. Silverstreak was panting heavily, still shaking from the sexual torture. She rushed to stop the sybian tearing into Cowgirl, whose sobs of relief were music to everyone's ears. Zephyr was also coming to, her powers reignited, though she was still bound to the sybian. She looked at Silverstreak and was confused.

"How'd you get free?"
"I vibrated through the restraints...not something I enjoy doing but..."

Silverstreak almost fainted, but she grabbed hold of Zephyr's leg and pulled herself up.

"Can you get us out of here?"
"Yeah... no problem."

With Zero-Girl out cold, Silverstreak had plenty of time to undo the restraints holding Cowgirl and Zephyr.

***

As Flare burst into the room, looking for her fellow heroine friends, she was a scene which she did not clearly understand. On the far wall, a monster-like female form was seemingly tearing at a person on the wall, and there was a second woman in black and grey boots and glove helping her.

"Freeze, monster, or you die!" yelled Flare.

KnightHawk turned around.

"Stop! She's with us."
"But she's..." Flare started to say, which KnightHawk immediately cut off.
"A friend. A very confused friend."

Gala finished pulling the last restraint off of Flechette, who was still somewhat taken aback by the fact that the creature - the woman - that had violated her was now helping her escape. KnightHawk inquired about Flare.

"How'd you escape?"
"Not sure. Andromeda did something."
"Of course she did..."

Flechette stood up on her own two feet, getting some distance between herself and Gala, still thanking her with a bob of the head.

"What's next?" she asked.

As if on cue, the entire room started shaking, and Ghost's voice came over the intercom.

"To all heroines in the compound, head towards the hangar as quickly as you can. Our enemy has triggered some kind of self-destruct on his lair. I repeat, get out of there."

All the people in the room were on their way before the message was done.

***

The heroines all reached the hangar without any hindrance. The Tar Masks had apparently already jumped ship. The hangar had access to the water and a large yacht designed for speed. The heroines all climbed, dragging their prisoners along, making a headcount for their numbers. Everyone seemed to be there. Last one to arrive was Andromeda, making a last sweep of the place as it started to crumble around them.

The yacht made it out the hangar and a few hundred more metres before the entire structure, built like an elaborate oil rig out on the sea, collapsed into the water, dragging itself and all the knowledge it contained into the endless expanse of water.

A somber mood fell upon the heroines of Eve City and their ally, Star-Spangled Girl, as they stared at the lifeless form of Prototype, laying immobile in the middle of the boat, while the villains they had capture, three would-be pirates, Zero-Girl and the Smith were closely watched.

And all had a simple question on their minds : what the hell had just happened?

End part 4

****************************************************************

A FEW WORDS, part 5

The Meta Threat Division was on site when the yacht hit the Eve City port. It really wasn't completed. Agent Stryker himself came to collect the captured villains with his team, and they took custody of everyone involved while the heroines vanished into the woodwork upon setting foot on dry land, a few even before that. The MTD officer knew better than to ask questions, seeing so many of them stepping off the boat, most of them still wearing only their masks, boots and gloves. The prisoner had then been remanded to the proper authorities for processing.

Luckily for the heroines, agent Stryker had chosen to disregard the new law that Congress had just passed, only two days prior, a law forcing the police to enact an anti-vigilantism policy. Some meta-villain had made quite an impression on them, apparently, the same villain which the new heroine Prototype had presumably killed earlier in the month. Then again, behind a mask, who knew? It was probably a totally different person.

Speaking of the newly discovered heroine, she was nowhere to be seen, and neither was Andromeda. Agent Stryker was able to get the time of day from Ghost, who told him that the new heroine had sacrificed herself to save them from the clutches of their enemies. Agent Stryker figured there was more to it than that, but let it slide. Clearly, the twenty and more heroines returning on the Yacht had faced something vast and sinister, on an unprecedented scale, perhaps, and he understood that many of them would require healing. Unfortunately, the MTD didn't have a psychological team to help them deal with the duress and stress of their work, but he suspected that most of them had resources to come to each other's help.

Much later, Megan Myers, analyst for the MTD (and Andromeda's alter ego) was in her office when Stryker walked in after knocking. She looked her at her superior, remembering other instances where she had faced him after a crisis. She sighed. The debriefings always sucked because she always had to lie. She looked up from behind her glasses, shaking her brown-haired wig sideways.

"So the team came back from the site... it's all gone."
"All of it?"
"Sunk to the bottom of the ocean. It would take months to recover, and we can't invest the time and resources."

Megan didn't know if that was a good or bad idea. She was hoping the place had taken the Collector with her - that freakish monster with the tentacle that had tried to... but that wasn't in any official report. Stryker continued.

"What did you find on the villains presumably involved in this?"

It hadn't taken so much time for Megan Myers to locate and build the files on the enemies they had faced during this trying time. The difficulty was in only providing the information that could logically be found in there.

"Well... as far as we can tell, the pirate and ninja gangs were each lead by a leader who escaped capture, but their names and identities are so far unknown. We suspected the captain of the pirates to be American, from his accent, and possibly for Louisiana, but that's about it. The Ninja leader is Chinese."
"Really? That's all?"
"For these two. Testimony from one of the heroines talks about Holly Heartless as being a homeless person turned vilainess, given some kind of extreme physical ability... and an insatiable lust, if not need, for... female reproduction fluids, for lack of a better term."
"Another sicko? Great."
"She could be anywhere, and she has no living relatives, so no one that can be used to trace her. She's insane, from what Ms Avenger told the agent who questioned her."
"Who else?"
"There was some kind of goon, an android maybe..."
"Synthetic human?"
"Yes. He was referred to as Intercept. Ricochet talked about him being... honorable, to a point. He was previously working at the Matarota house, under contract or loan from his creator, apparently. At least, that's what the heroines understood from what they heard.
"Honorable, but still a villain."
"Yes. The former Russian spy Natasha Volnikov..."
"Sargeant Black?"
"Yes, her. She was seen on site as well, although her role remains uncertain. I speculate that, since has many connections to the mercenary underworld, she was used to hire the Blue Soldiers who attacked the city."
"Any link with their attack in Washington?"
"We think so, but we can't actually prove the connection, other than Star-Spangled Girl was brought to the island... but we can't directly establish a link."

Megan paused, looking at the window.

"Any news on Lieutenant Liberty, by the way?"
"We're following up a lead."
"Okay... who else? That's for those who escaped. We caught two leaders..."
"The Smith - Randall Hooper - is in custody and being transfered to the Supermax outside of the city. I've got my best people on him. Same for the one called Zero-Girl."
"We have an exhaustive file on Hooper, given he used to work with us. The heroines seemed to think that he wasn't really working for the doctor of Villainy..."
"That bastard is still dead, I hope."
"So does everyone else. They think there may have been some outside agenda... possibly even alien."

Megan enjoyed that she could bring in these elements of investigation by putting words into her colleague's mouths, even though she had been the one to get them. It made her job easier.

"Great!" Stryker sneered. "Aliens."
"If it's true... anyway, we have more info on Zero-Girl. Ming Lei Nang, Chinese-American, born in San Francisco. She was a troubled teen, molested and raped in her young age by her father and uncle; she killed them both when she was eleven. Remanded to foster care, she had problems with male figures of authority. Learned the martial arts as a discipline of life after that. Disappeared when she hit 18, and never seen since. We think she may have joined a secret cult of empowerment that's been tracked mostly to Asia, buy may be making incursions into the West coast.
"Cult?"
"They don't really have a name. Their goal is supposedly to empower woman and make them stronger in the world - the M.O. of Zero-Girl but without the kidnapping part. She must have snapped at some point. We don't think she's meta, and her blood tests are all clean."
"She's being sent to a Psych facility."
"Top-security, I hope?"
"Yes. The top."
"Good..."

Megan had finished her preliminary report; the rest was in the files. Stryker had another person in mind.

"What about the... freak?"
"You mean Gala?"
"That one. Knight Hawk left with her, not allowing us to take custody."
"I know. I mean, I read the report."
"Anything on her."
"No. Nothing yet."
"Keep looking."

She wouldn't. It was a lie. KnightHawk had explained everything to Andromeda. Gala was not safe in the MTD's hands. She was much better off with someone else, someone who could actually help her.

Stryker thanked Megan for the report and walked out. The heroine sighed again. Her day was not done. After finishing compiling the data, she had a meeting to attend. Possibly the most important meeting in her existence - in their existence, in fact.

***

Doctor Samuel Hurt was truly stumped this time. In the one and a half year he had been working with the heroines, he had never met a case as severe as Gala's. The freakish creation was in the analysis chamber, her DNA being scanned and disassembled electronically, while KnightHawk watched on with the doctor.

"Hybridized DNA... remarkable..."
"I know, doctor. Can you fix it?"
"I don't know. Probably not, unless I could unbind the strands and restore the two individual people."
"Jack Kurt and Yuki Chan."
"Yes."

The genetic files on both were already in the doctor's hands, but making sense of how they had been combined was another matter entirely. He was both thrilled and afraid of the discovery.

"This is on a level beyond anything I have ever seen on Earth..."
"And you have access to the best science money can buy."
"I do... I'm afraid this may be beyond my expertise, I mean, reverting her back. It had to be done in some kind of genetics laboratory."
"It's probably at the bottom of the ocean, doctor."

The good doctor never got truly frustrated, not in front of the heroines anyway. He always wanted to make a good impression, after all. Not being able to solve this one irked him, as it might have helped him score big points with KnightHawk.

"That doesn't mean I can't help. We've put her... pets... in isolation."
"That's good."
"And I believe that we can sever the mental link between her and them with drugs. This will help her mind."
"What about them? What are they?"
"Biological constructs... small bio-chemical factories in fact. They are able to produce of variety of toxins and reagents, using simple matter. They seem to generate a constant stream of seminal fluid, which is actually the basis for all other chemicals they can create."

The doctor looked back at the screen, at Gala's twisted naked form laying down on the scanning bed.

"As for her appearance... I'm afraid that, for now, there's nothing I can do."
"All right. I'll let her know her options."

The doctor placed a hand on KnightHawk's shoulder.

"You really are a good person doing this for her."

KnightHawk looked at his hand quizzically; he removed it without another word.

Things were going to be tough on Yuki, reflected the heroine. She was going to face some tough choices now, her old life ruined, her new life a shell of something. Finding a place to hide, to keep out of the way but to also be able to manage a way of life... a most troubling puzzle, but KnightHawk was not about to let her go through this alone. Yuki Chan was more than what she looked like, and as long as KnightHawk could remain within her circle, she was certain she could keep her on the right path. Keeping her 'pets' locked away in stasis at the Orion laboratories was the only option for them. Putting Yuki in jail would only serve to truly turn her into the monster she looked like. KnightHawk could not let that happen - she had seen the monster inside herself, and knew very well.

Yuki's only chance at redemption seemed to lie in KnightHawk's ability to hang on to her. The heroine would not fail her again.

***

It was truly an exceptional occasion, Andromeda thought. Something they should have done long ago.

Rooftops were usually the traditional meeting place of the heroines of Eve City, for ease of convenience, but also because many didn't trust private areas. However, in this case, the meeting place was one of KnightHawk's safehouses, to be used only once and then never visited again. It had taken some doing but, given what had recently transpired, Andromeda had managed to convince everyone. Every single one. The table that could traditionally seat up to ten people had been tossed aside to make room for the heroines of Eve City. The reunion had been planned to last only two hours, given everyone's busy schedules.

Seeing all the faces, all the costumes, gave Andromeda a better idea of the impact she and her meta-empowered heroines had made on the city, and possibly made everyone realize that there wer actually two groups (not teams, since everyone was pretty much independent doing the daily grind) operating. There was the A-list, comprised of those heroines that had emerged from the woodwork after the night of the comet.

Andromeda topped the A-list as being the single most powerful heroine in the city, and also its first. Her actions had inspired Silverstreak, Plasma and Ricochet, as well as Ghost, followed by Ms Dynamo and Flare; Solara had swooped in later and KnightHawk, the first unpowered, had risen to the occasion. Not much, Radio Wave and Zephyr had come out swinging. In that time, metaheroine Decoder, Andromeda's friend who had since retired due to a traumatic experience, had also been operating around that time, and she was here today, wearing her full-body green and yellow spandex suit with her green mask and short dark hair. Andromeda had invited her to attend. Flechette and Gem, who had joined in as A-listers later in the first year, completed the profile for the high-visibility heroines, those whose monikers and activities were closely monitored by the media. Being more visible had made them bigger targets.

The B-listers were the other unpowered vigilantes who operated locally in each district of Eve City, those that had been inspired by the meta-heroines to take the law into their own hands, those that KnightHawk kept on surveillance and attempted to train to improve their chances at surviving the streets. Ms Avenger was the most well-known, since she served as a liaison between KnightHawk and the Vigilante league, as they loosely called themselves. All those that had been able to answer Ms Avenger's call for help during the crisis were there. Cowgirl, Felina, Shuriken, Sporty, Hopegirl, Pinkette, Citrine and Bodyglove. There were others too, some that had gotten the message too late, others that had been busy with other issues at the time. Starwing, Intrepid, Eye-Q, Lady Justice, Willow, Dancer and Chaser. Ms Avenger had made sure to invite those who had retired for whatever reason from crime-fighting, like Protectra, Opal and Dominia. This concerned all of them.

The number of officially tracked heroines in the city amounted to thirty-two, with four retired from active duty (although they sometimes assisted with tangential activites) among them. And considering the heightenened criminal activity in the city, not one of them seemed extraneous.

Every one seemed to defer to Andromeda, probably more because of her seniority than her power ranking. Besides, this meeting had been partly her idea : the rest belonged, as everyone knew, to KnightHawk, their resident planner.

"We are all more vulnerable than we let on," said Andromeda. "I'd ask you to raise your hands if you were ever taken down, captured, tortured, violated... but I know the answer. You all heard about the morality ruling in congress..."
"You mean the new law," angrily replied Ricochet.
"Not exactly a law..." corrected KnightHawk. "It's been ratified, but not put into effect. There's still a lof of debate."
"The point is, "continued Andromeda, "that the government considers some of our activities to be borderline dangerous."

Pinkette threw her pinked gloved arms in the air.

"That's bullshit! We save a ton of lives everytime we suit up!"
"We do... but I need you all to consider what they're saying, not because it's true, but because people believe it."

The spunky heroine acquiesced and allowed their veteran to go on.

"Their first concern is about our suits... they're said to be too sexy, too provocative, that they draw out the villains to us... but that's the same morality argument that's used to discredit women wearing short skirts. They're saying two things with this : one, that women - us in this case - go looking for trouble and two, that all men are monsters and rapists that cannot control themselves."
"It sometimes feels like it," Radio Wave sulked.
"But it's not true, and you all know that. We are attractive women and we wear skin-tight suits, for practical reasons. In a day, operating over the city, I may meet dozens of people, men and women. While some of them may look at me with desire, the vast majority will simply see me for who I am... and even those that might lust after me, well, they won't act on it because they're civilized. You have to understand that the men who assault us are bad guys, and we meet them on a daily basis..."
"I get it," Sporty interrrupted her from behind her blue white-rimmed mask, "but that still doesn't make it easier to deal with."
"I'm getting to that, Sporty, but thank you for bringing it up."

Sporty smiled.

"Bottom line, is the argument is a fallacy. Pigs will be pigs, and men will be men. And women will be women. We do go out looking for trouble, as heroines, but only to save people from it."

Andromeda took a breather as everyone looked each other over.

"The second argument being used against us in Congress is that the crime rates have increased since our arrival on the scene, but the truth is, that is sophistry."
"Sophie's try?" the light yellow costumed Dancer asked.
"No. It's a false idea. It's like saying 'cats eat milk' and 'I eat milk', therefore, 'I'm a cat."
"Well, I am, sort of," purred the feline-themed Felina behind her violet cat mask.

A few heroines laughed.

"For you maybe," responded Andromeda, "but that's the logic. They're trying to use statistics to defend their cause. If you look at the overall pattern, however, you'll notice two different things. Ghost?"

The white masked heroine took the floor, actually using graphs to illustrate the point.

"First off, here was the overall crime before the night of the comet. The city was at around 10 major crimes a month. After the night of the comet, when meta-powered individuals emerged, it rose to around 25. However, it has dropped back and settled around 20 for the past year. Last summer doesn't count, though, because that was an insane time, as you all remember, I'm sure."
"So is it true?" Starwing asked behind her red and white-trimmed elegantly shaped mask.
"Not really. Here's the actual breakdown. Major crimes have pretty much remained stable - we're talking murders, rapes (many heroines shivered at the word) and violent assaults. It's a little lower than before the night of the comet, but not by much. Minor crimes - thefts, burglaries, altercations - have droppe significantly, by at least half. To be honest, that's mostly due to the actions of the vigilante league."

The unpowered heroines were pleased to hear that, a sense of pride coming over them as a group.

"You have made your communities safer. Your presence is great deterrent for smallt-time offfenders."
"The truth is," KnightHawk interevened, "that hardened criminals will be criminals, whether was are there or not. The major impact of our presence has been to make crime visible, because we draw attention to it. And that's where the illusion of the city being suddenly overrun by criminals comes from."

The explanation actually made a lot of sense to everyone involved. Hopegirl hazarded a question.

"But what about what happened in Gateway park, for example? What kind of crime is that?"
"It's the new type of crime," Andromeda answered. "The one they're using to attack us. Meta-crimes."

The word had been used before in the news and by the police, but it somehow seemed new to everyone. Ghost took the floor again.

"Not that anyone wants to but.... remember last summer?"

There were somber nods from everyone who remembered. It had been one of the worst times for the heroines in the city. Ghost continued, to elaborate further.

"We had a sentient robot attack us in public; it was our first public humiliation too, the first time people witnessed us being taken down and... violated. There had been isolated incidents before, or it had all happened behind closer doors. That's when the morality police started to appear."
"I remember," Opal said behind the light purple suit and mask. "I read it in the papers back then and thought it was stupid."
"Then a dimensional rift opened in Gateway park, and girls were kidnapped in broad daylight. We swept in... you know the rest."

It wasn't easy for anyone to revisit those events, but they were certain there was a point to it, at least, they hoped.

"The Waterlords later overtook Twilight beach... aliens came down not long after that... It was all we could do to manage ourselves, let alone our public image. And we saved everyone we could, putting everything on the line."

KnightHawk felt the tension rising in the room, so she brought the reflexion to a close.

"Those are the meta-crimes. Things so massive... they don't qualify as anything else. But consider this... what would have happened if we hadn't been there for the various assaults... women kidnapped, possibly raped or worse..."
"Impregnated..." murmured Plasma, recalling some of the horrors.
"Or that, yes... There's no way to quantify that kind of crime. It's a freak occurence..."
"So you're saying," concluded Bodyglove behind her head cowl, "that their numbers are bogus."

Andromeda nodded in agreement, before bringing up the third topic.

"Now, there's only one argument they bring up which holds ground, and we kept if for last. Revenge. When you think about it, we've put a lot of bad guys behind bars. Will some seek revenge? You know the answer to that one. But in that fashion, we're no different from cops. We're just more visible."
"So what?" asked Citrine from behind her yellow mask. "You make yourselves less visible, like the vigilante league?"
"Unfortunately, " Silverstreak chimed in, "that's not posible. We've been operating in the open for so long, we'd have to give up our personas to do that."
"Not practical either," added Solara. "The suits we wear are more than armor and clothing - they're symbols, making us recognizable. If we go and hide, go dark, we lose that power."
"They're both right," concluded Andromeda. "The truth is, visibility is the price we pay for operating out in the open like that. But... this is about more than revenge, and it always is for them. If it was only about revenge, they would kill us. It's the irony of our situation. We've become... sex-symbols."
"Porn stars..." coughed Ms Avenger.
"I prefer the other term. In any event, the overt sexuality we've been forcibly confronted with makes the villains think that they can break us, humiliate us... and that's how they defeat us. But Ricochet figured it out during these encounters."

Ricochet took the floor.

"Nobody wants us dead. They want to fuck us. Any which way... and most of us, well, the sad truth is... we're okay with that."

The nod of approval came mostly from the empowered heroines, but a few of the unpowered also seemed to agree.

"It's still wrong, it's still debasing and degrading as it happens... it makes us feel weak and powerless... but it keeps us alive."
"It saved my life in my last infiltration," added Solara. "If it's a choice between being raped and being dead, I'm sorry to say.... it's an obvious choice."
"What about those who want us dead, then?" the green-masked Willow inquired.
"There's things we can control," replied Gem, "and then there's the rest."

Her comment was sufficient as an answer. Andromeda had finished the preamble. It was time to talk about the real reason behind all this.

"As heroines, we've all been violated multiple times. It's taken its toll on all of us, but we stride on. Many of us, however, fell really low in the past month."

KnightHawk looked away.

"So we have two ideas," conluded Andromeda, "to help us cope with this stress. We don't have anyone to talk to about these things except each other, so we are to be our own support group. KnightHawk has set up a secret hotline, a number that will be given to each of us. Memorize it and never write it down. If we get assaulted and need assistance, or just need to talk about it... because keeping it bottled up doesn't work... you call the hotline, and you set up a meeting with anyone you feel comfortable talking to about it. We have to stop being alone in our suffering..."

The idea was intriguing, even if not everyone believed they needed it. KnightHawk took the floor for the second idea.

"The other point is that we often operate alone... and that makes us even more vulnerable. It doesn't mean we have to stop - I certainly won't - but we can rely on each other for help in difficult times. I've been teaching threat assessment to everyone. If you're facing overwhelming odds, and need to call backup, I've set up the communicators in everyone's masks to be able to transmit a distress signal to the nearest heroines, so they can come running to your assistance. Use it sparingly, of course, but use it when the situation warrants it. If the bad guy is going to take you down and you can see it coming, use it. Look at us. We're not alone."

KnightHawk pointed to Decoder, who had been silent the whole time.

"Many of you only know Decoder from her file, because she retired before you went into service, but she's still around, a friend. She'll be the dispatch for this double support service."

Decoder nodded and smiled.

"What about the law?" suddenly asked Shuriken behind her elaborate gray mask. "Shouldn't we worry about it?"

It was Flechette's turn to smile and talk.

"To be honest, I would be worried, but I get a feeling that things will happen very shortly in Washington that may alter the balance of power there... I can't really say more. Don't worry too much about the actual law."

The heroines looked over each other. It had been a good call to bring them together for this, if only once, to air out the grievances.

***

Senator Ron Hart entered his luxurious domain and quickly entered the room. He was very distraught at the news he had just received. In his mind, he was already attempting to find a way to recover the situation.

He made his way up the stairs and to his wife's bedroom. He knocked on the door to her room.

"Patricia! We need to talk, now."

There was no answer. He was confused for a moment.

"Patricia, it's an emergency!"

He placed his hand on the door handle, but it took him a long moment before being able to actually open the door. He was the slave and she was the Mistress, after all. But considering... she would want him to enter. He pushed open and entered the lavishly decorated bedroom.

She wasn't there. He was stumped. He walked over to her closet, the door ajar, and peered in. Some of the clothes were missing, mostly all her erotica.

"Patricia?"

He walked over to her boudoir and saw a note, scribbled with exquisite penmanship. He sat down in front of it, his reflection in the mirror glancing down as the note as he did, reading its contents.

"My poor little Ron,
"I've decided there's nothing more for me to teach you. You have provided me with a distraction in the past, but I must move on. I have better offers now, and the pale shadow of your political career no longer inspires any desire in me.
"I have been told the president has vetoed the law - despite your assurances to the contrary. The heroines will be allowed to operate. It was an idiotic move to attack his wife, but you allowed it to happen regardless.
"I have also been informed that our friends in custody have been able to break confinement. I am certain they will be coming for us. They will not find me. They will find you. So here is my last order of business, slave... you will admit to everything, and shift the blame away from me, making me a victim. You will burn this letter and write your own confession. Do this for me, one last time.
"I will keep a memory of you. Not a fond one, but a memory none-the-less.
"I leave you to your fate. May you enjoy being someone else's slave in prison.
"- Your former Mistress."

Senator Hart's face dropped. Looking to his left, he saw the metal garbage bin. He took the lighter on the desk, put the flame to the paper, and tossed it into the garbage, letting the last memory of his former Mistress fade. He then took a piece of paper and pen, and started writing.

One last order for his glorious Mistress.

End of part 5

****************************************************************

*** EPILOGUES ***

Janie Gallagher was in heaven. Seated on the edge of her bed, her dressed pulled off to reveal a white lacy bra, her legs apart, Lieutenant Liberty's mouth pressed against her eager pussy, licking its lips, driving her tongue the moist snatch. It had been almost an hour since they'd started playing and the indefatigable heroine showed no signs of wanting to stop. Already, the enslaved heroine had provided a series of incredible orgasms to the senator's daughter and could probably provide even more. Janie loved watching her forced lover go down on her, about as much as she enjoyed the other sight in front of her, one of her friends mounting her pet from behind, forcing himself into the heroine's deep cunt.

"Oh Janie!" the friend squirmed, speaking with a slavic accent, as he took in his pound of flesh, "this is best gift ever, and it's not my birthday..."
"Having fun, Dimitri?"
"uh... yeah..."

The slavic gentlemen in his mid-twenties, a diplomat friend of Janie on visit from Eastern Europe, was very close to his own climax.

"I'm going to... uhh!"

The first shot was deep inside Lieutenant Liberty's, spraying the spunk inside her, every spurt giving her partner an incredible rush of pleasure, and driving the heroine up into the rafters, close to her own ecstasy, slowing her down on Janie, who pushed herself further against her face to keep the stimulation going. The thrust and push lasted for a long moment, until Dimitri felt perfectly satisfied. As he pulled out, his cum dribbled out of the heroine's pussy, to join in a stain that was already there. Janie squealed as she felt herself once again be driven upwards by the heroine's masterful tongue strokes against her love hole.

There was a sudden lull in the activity as Janie recovered, but then she looked up at the other people in her bedroom at the cottage.

"ooh.. okay... Let's see. Steve has had a turn with her... Kaizen too... Maurice yes... Hector?... yes... And now Dimitri. Wow. I guess there's only Gustav left to go before everyone else can get a second turn."

The five other men in the room, all in their underwear, gave a shoulder push to Gustav, the son a dignitary also visiting from Eastern Europe.

"You fuck her good, Gustav," said Steve. "She's a great hole..."
"But you've all loosened her," Gustav complained.
"Nonsense," replied Dimitri, the one who had just finished. "She is tight as... as..."
"... as an oildrum," Kaizen said.

It made everyone laugh. Gustav moved into position, lowering his underwear and placing himself against the all-too wet fuck hole of Lieutenant Liberty. He had no effort sliding it in, yet she still felt tight around his cock; it was truly an amazing feeling.

"You like this, Gustav..."
"Oh yes... the sluts in my country are never this good..."

He started pumping hard, in-and-out. Having seen all his political friends go before him had been too much, and he almost ready to blow his load, but he wanted to make it last too. He was torn between slowing down to keep the pressure on her, or just simply letting his defenses down and getting his fun from her.

Steve, the son of an important business tycoon, turned to Janie and inquired.

"Have you been doing these parties for long?"
"Oh no! I've only had her for a few days now... this is only the third I've done. I invited you to the first, but you never answered."
"I was busy screwing my dad's secretary that day so..."
"We've all been there!" mused Hector.

It gave them all a good laugh.

"So perfect...." whispered Gustav, having decided to just go for the gold.

Suddenly, the door to Janie's room burst open, catching everyone by surprise. In the entryway stood the proud figure of Star-Splangled Girl, ready to pounce in her American colored bikini costume. It took her a single moment to assess what was happening, and she jumped forward.

"Unhand her!"

She placed a hand on Gustav's shoulder and pulled him off Lieutenant Liberty just as the first spurt was coming out of him. As he fell onto his ass, the second spur shot upwards with power and hit Star-Splangled Girl in the face, almost on her mouth; a third spurt went lower and landed on her cleavage. Gustav was too stunned to react, but the other men were shocked at the heroine's intrusion.

"This is a private property!" yelled Steve. "Where's your warrant?"
"I don't need one," defiantly shouted Star-Splangled Girl back at him, and he actually backed away. "This woman (pointing to Lieutenant Liberty) is being detained against her will, and I'm taking her away from here."

The six men in the room feigned surprise at the accusation, but Star-Splanged Girl knew better than that. Still, she said nothing. She only turned to Janie.

"As for you, young woman... if you ever get within a hundred feet of my... of her, I will make you regret the day you were born."

Janie was truly intimidated and she cowered back on her bed. Star-Spangled Girl picked up her protégé and walked out quickly, not looking back. Janie watched them leave, staring at the new heroine's swaying ass cheeks as she exited the room.

"Oh well... it was fun while it lasted... I wonder what else I can get auntie Patricia to get me for a present..."

***

Ms Avenger was still livid as she scrubbed herself clean in the shower at her apartment. It would take a while for her to recover from this ordeal. Still, she had managed to maintain her secret identity through the ordeal, and had also scored some points with KnightHawk. There was just one last thing she had taken care of before things could return to normal...

In her absence, being kidnapped and all, she had missed two work shifts. Mr. Foley, the bar's owner and manager, was tolerant about absences as long as they were motivated beforehand. It was very hard for her to give him the real reason for her disappearance. She had no medical papers to claim she had been in the hospital, and no one could truly vouch for her whereabouts. While Mr. Foley did not really inquire - he ran a seedy bar, after all - he could not afford to have his employee skip out on their shifts. But the job was perfect for Kayla, just close enough to her place, with flexible shifts that allowed her time to continue her crime-fighting duties and still be able to pay the rent; she had pleaded with him no to fire her. They had come to an understanding.

Now, under the water's soothing touch, she recalled how he had pinned her against the backwall of the storeroom, gliding a hand between her thighs, touching her wet underwear with his thick finger. Mr. Foley was a biker before owning the bar, and he still carried their colors; he had slipped off his gang jacket, then pulled down Kayla's short black dress and sporty underwear, giving himself access to her snatch. Still pinned against the wall, she had felt him get to his knees behind her, the forty-something biker rubbing her pussy lips gently, making her tender for his invasion. She had compliantly allowed him to lick her up, indulging in his tongue caresses as he, being a  gentlemen, attempted to give her as good he would be getting.

He had then parted her legs and, pulling down his pants, and had proceeded to ram himself inside her; panting from his lack of exercise, he had pumped greedily into her bent form as she steadied herself straight against the wall, until he finally emptied himself inside her with a loud grunt. The experience had not been unpleasant for Kayla either, not like some of her recent encounters.

"Here's the deal, Kayla, "he had said afterwards, his cock still planted firmly inside her. "You're a good bartender and I know you need this job. Every time you miss a shift - and don't call in advance to let me know - I'll take it out on you like I just did."
"What about your wife?" Kayla had asked.
"What about her? You into threesomes?"
"No... that's not what I meant. I mean, what if she finds out..."
"She already knows. You're not the first waitress to need a job this bad..."

And so, in the comfort of the shower, Ms Avenger was washing away all her sins, all the hurt and pain she had felt, hoping this would be a fresh start for her. And now, at least, she had an out if she ever either went missing or was forced to skip a shift. Her job was secure, and the payment for it wasn't something she wasn't willing to give... at least, she thought, thinking of conversations shared with other heroines in the past few days, it was her own damn choice!

***

Sargeant Swanson was on disability. He was also being investigated, having been found in the morgue by his colleagues after Gem had been kidnapped before his eyes. A short trip to the hospital where they had x-ray'd his back and found an injury, not severe but enough to take him off active duty. He had been sent home with pain killers and a sore ego. What a way to end a distinguished forty-something career with the Eve City police department, about a month from actual retirement. He would never carry a badge again.

Alone in his apartment, he had no family to speak of, no siblings in the city and none outside he really wanted to talk to, no children either. His two ex-wives had long since left him. It was going to be a miserable end to his career. Still, it wasn't all bad... he had learned that the law against the heroines had been rescinded. He had voted for that president and was now very pleased with his choice.

Lying in bed in pajama bottoms, he was watching the sports on television, when movement at his window caught his eye. For a moment, he thought his eyes were playing tricks on him. She climbed in, gracefully, and his heart stopped.

"Gem! Oh my god! You're safe."

Dressed in her gorgeous green emerald heroine costume, her face hidden behind the eye mask, she smiled at him.

"Sargeant..."

His head lowered.

"Not anymore. I'm... under investigation."
"I know."
"You do?"
"A friend told me..."
"And that's why you're here? You escaped?"
"Let's not talk about that."

She walked up to him, sitting on the edge of his bed. He was taken aback by her forwardness.

"Let's talk about... things said in the morgue."

He was afraid of this. He had hear things during that encounter, and he had suspected she would not appreciate the fact he now had her full name - her identity. He had not researched her at all, but still... She surprise him yet again.

"You said something, as I was being taken..."
"I did?"
"You don't remember?"

He remembered. He just felt guilty for saying it. He was hoping she would have either not heard it, or let it go. She learned in, as if to kiss him. He pulled away, so she pushed in further. Their lips met, gently. He kept the touch for only a moment before pushing her away.

"Stop... I mean... okay, yeah... I said I loved you, but that was in the heat of the panic, and I thought..."

She kissed him again, and this time, he did not object. It was her who pulled away.

"I need you to know something about me, Louis... can I call you that?"
"Yeah... sure."

She was using his first name.

"I'm not blind. I've seen how you look at me, every so often. It's perfectly normal. I'm a gorgeous woman, and I wear a very revealing uniform..."
"I shouldn't think of you like that but... it's so hard when..."
"When you've seen how sexual I am, right?"

He was ashamed for thinking it, but it was all true.

"What if it's not love?" he asked. "What if it's just lust?"
"Nothing wrong with that if used correctly," she answered, caressing his cheek. "Louis, the bottom line is simple. I'm a sexual creature. Have been since a long time. I've had sex with more people than I can count, and I'm pretty good at math."
"You're not helping," he stammered.
"I can't be with only one lover. That doesn't work for me..."
"That part I figured on my own... sorry."

She smiled at him. He was so sweet and nice, and such a horny toad, she thought.

"How long since you've had sex?"
"With a woman or by myself?"

It was Gem's turn to burst out laughing.

"That's a good one... with a woman, I mean."
"Not since my ex... twenty or so years."
"Wow!"

She was amazed anyone could go that long and not explode.

"No wonder you're so pent up."

She reached her hand down to his crotch and felt his hardness. He practically jerked.

"Don't tease me..." he begged her.
"I'm not. This is no tease."
"But... I mean, my back is killing me..."
"I know. Let me worry about that for right now. Just lie down."

She pushed him back onto his bed, rising up beside it. Slowly, she started undressing, removing her form-fitting costume to reveal her gorgeous form.

"I love you, Louis, "she said while undressing, "I can't love only you, but I can love you as much as I love everyone else. And truth be told, no one deserves it more than you do, for putting up with us and putting your career on the line for us."

He started at her gorgeous figure, extending his hands forward. She let him cup her breasts; his hands were trembling.

"You're so perfect, Gem..."
"Aren't I?"

His hands caressed her sides as she revealed her entire body, removing gloves and boots as well, keeping only her mask on. She then bent down over him, allowing him to caress her naked ass, as she pulled his pajama bottoms down. His shaft was swollen hard by now, thick as it had ever been. She stared at it with desire.

"I know your back hurts today, so I'm going to take care of you. But I want you to get well soon, Louis, because as soon as you can manage, you're gonna have to fuck me silly."
"Yes, ma'am!" he yelled.

She went around the bed and placed herself between his legs, wrapping her hands around his cock, kissing the tip. He moaned from the stimulation.

"Don't hold back anything. You've been building up this tension for twenty years. Let me take it away in only a few minutes."

She wrapped her lips around his hard shaft, bobbing him up and down. He stared down, his neck bent forward as she watched his unit disappear into her mouth, the forbidden fantasy finally fulfilled. She was milking him hard, licking and slurping loudly on his throbbing member. He wanted more than this, of course, but his back preventing him from doing more, it was still the best thing to ever happen to him in his entire life. The reward of holding back his urges while he helped the heroines make the city a safer place, and the promise of more to come.

"Oh sweet Gem... precious... oh... I'm so close... too fast..."

She just raised her eyes at him, giving him permission to do what his body desperately needed. Finally, after months of desire, he fulfilled one wish, firing his shots into Gem's mouth, full of him and now of his cum. She lapped it all up, swallowing every single drop, giving him the best blowjob he had ever gotten in his life. It seemed to shoot into her forever, until there was no more left. She kept licking him clean for a moment, letting him cool down from the exceptional excitement she had just given him. He motioned her to climb up on him, and she did, getting her head to rest against his chest.

"That was... oh... Gem... thank you so much... I never dreamed..."
"And you don't have to dream anymore.  You're retired now. You've earned your keep. You can keep that pager I gave you..."
"Really?" he asked, confused
"Yeah... whenever you feel lonely, it it's just for talking or for more physical pursuits, you just dial me up, and I'll come over here flyining - if I can, if I'm not too busy saving the city."

He was pleased and flabberghasted.

"But... why?"

She looked at the still bewildered police officer.

"Because I want to, and because you deserve it. And here's another thing... I've spoken to a few friends about your upcoming retirement, and they know how much you contributed to the cause. So when you are feeling better - and I hope it's soon - we'll throw you a party worthy of the name."

Her smirk said it all. Louis Swanson was dreaming, he was sure of it, but the feeling of release in his crotch, that warm glow, and the soft skin of Gem against his skin... it was not a dream. A wish come true, and more wishes to be granted. Gem truly was a genie of some kind. It didn't matter to him who she was in real life, or that she had shared the bed of so many lovers. In the end, all that mattered is how much they cared for each other, and how much this new relationship, this step-up, would improve his quality of life.

Retirement didn't suddenly seem so bad anymore.

***

Desiree Diamond looked around the room and stared at the other women in the therapy group. Although her face was stoic, she smiled inwardly.

The therapist, a friend of doctor Samuel Hurt, doctor Kim Beauregard, had been called in as a rape counselor for the women who had recently been assaulted in the city. It had been Desiree's idea. Among the participants were the temporarily-on-leave radio host, Vivian Claire, the weather girl Nancy Vesper, singers June and Sofia and even Priscilla Parker herself, whom Desiree had begrudgingly convinced to at least come and listen. Given how good a time they had spent together at the Frenzy club, Priscilla had given in exchange from them spending more time - not necessarily intimate - together.

This was only their second session, and already, a lot of issues had been aired. Vivian Claire had talked about how her assaults had hurt her relationship with her husband, and how she was still picking up the pieces with him. They were trying very hard to make it work again, and the therapist was encouraging. Nancy Vesper seemed relatively fine, but there were clearly unresolved issues from her past violations keeping her grounded. Luckily, the influence of Gala's drugs were completely gone, so she was no longer prone to nightly visitations. After trying out the swinger lifestyle for about two weeks, the lesbian singing duet had decided to refocus on their own relationship. It was a good step in the right direction.

Priscilla Parker had shared her own experiences, with the same nonchalance as she had done with Desiree in the past; she now acknowledged, at least, that a rape had occured, that the sex had been forced upon it, and that her reaction was a defense mechanism, but her only argument was that if it was indeed one, it had served her well. She didn't seem to realize that she was also projecting the same attitude towards her other relationships. She might never come around.

But for Desiree, this therapy, something she should have done after her first public assault of last year, was pure catharsis. Hearing the testimonies of her fellow victims made her realize she wasn't the one dealing with its repercussions, and acknowledging them, airing them out, was helping bring closure to her heart and mind.

"I fired my manager," Desiree finally said. "I can't work with him anymore."
"You'll have to find a new one," Priscilla said. "I know people."
"This isn't about the manager," the therapist corrected. "This is about taking power."
"Yes. He took the power from me when he raped me. I'm taking it back. I was afraid of losing his connections, his influence, but I have my own. It was almost like I wasn't worth anything if he wasn't there, but it's a lie."
"It is," the therapist replied, "and I'm glad you're seeing it now."

The session came to a close, and the therapist set up the next meeting for the following week. Walking out with Priscilla, Desiree stopped on the street and looked at her.

"What?" the diva asked.
"I like you, Priscilla... we had a great time together, even if I went further than I wanted to go."
"Yeah, well... you gave me the best I ever got. I'm gonna remember that forever."
"You live your sex publicly, Priscilla, but I can't. I wanted to try, but it didn't work for me. I didn't like who I became."
"Shame... you looked good going out like that."

Desiree knew Priscilla meant well. She wasn't any form of villain : she was just a bon vivant who lived life without restraints.

"We can hang out, but I'm gonna be pretty busy with my career for a while. If we ever get... intimate again, it'll have to be quiet. I can't have you tweeting about my performance to all your fans."
"It should be tweeted. You're that good!... but I get it. I'm trying to make you like me, when you're reallly... not."

Desiree gave Priscilla a big hug and she hugged her back. They placed a small kiss on their lips.

"I'll see you around, Desiree... and I have always have your sexy music videos to keep me company."

Thankfully, Priscilla had said 'music videos', avoiding confusion with the 'other' videos featuring Desiree which now crawled over the internet.

***

Silverstreak and Solara stopped, mid-performance, looking up at each other from their 69 position, before going at it again. Completely naked, both were deeply involved in an incredible muff-diving display which would have made anyone watching jealous. In the motel room where they were currently involved in each other, the smell of sweat and sex was overwhelming. They had been going at it for a long time and although this new turn was almost at its peak, they could probably go on for much longer.

On top, Silverstreak was once again very close to her orgasm; Solara quite expertly played with the folds of her pussy while driving three fingers inside, pumping her to the brink. Silverstreak had strictly been using her mouth this time, but Solara's stimulation was now making her lose focus. It was almost a contest, seeing which girl would make the other come first. Silverstreak lost that round, the release sending her body rocking to the sky and back down, barely able to voice its satisfactory ending. The speedstress collapsed forward as Solara pushed her further into the pleasure, until her eyes became unresponsive. Drool covered the spot where her face was now resting.

A man's voice was heard, not that it bothered either of them.

"Solara is victorous this round."

Dark-Ninja, sitting on the adjacent chair and enjoying the entire scene, got up and walked over to the bed. He was naked, his asian skin exposed for the benefit of the heroines under his spell. He looked at the despondent Silverstreak, panting, disappointed that she had failed the test. He was not angry at her at all, in fact, he was quite amused. He had already taken her fully earlier in the day, forcing her to swallow his seed after giving her pussy a run for its money. Silverstreak had won the first round after all. But all three following rounds, including this one, had gone to Solara. The Japanese solar energy manipulator was on a roll, and he was not about to disappoint her.

Although he had taken off their masks, Dark-Ninja still had no idea who they were in their daily lives. It did not matter to him. They were only useful to his plans as metaheroines, defenders of Eve City. He had managed, through his sexual manipulation of their minds, to influence their state of awareness with his mere presence, making them responsive to him should he so desire.

Solara set herself on all fours, presenting her butt to him. For a moment, he considered entering her anally. He had, after all, not yet enjoyed her tightness there. But he was intrigued as to how she felt about it. Despite being under his spell, it was still her conscience riding in there, submitting to him, unaware of what it was doing.

"Tell me, Solara... do you enjoy anal sex?"
"If it's done right, absolutely."
"Can you recall how many partners have taken their pleasure on you anally?"
"At least twenty that I can recall, possibly more," Solara candidly answered.

He turned to Silverstreak.

"And you?"
"Not a first," she nonchalantly replied. "It always hurts entering, but eventually it gets really good... unless I'm really excited, then it's all good."

It never ceased to amaze Dark-Ninja how much sex these women, these would-be defenders of the world, had been submitted to. No wonder they were so reactive to it. It was litterally part of their daily lives. It made manipulating their psyches so much easier.

"Very well.... Solara, I will be taking you anally."
"If you so want, Master."

Their compliance was beyond belief. Before proceeding, however, he looked at the clock on the wall. He had time for another romp, then he needed to leave the city and go back to China. There were affairs to put in order, issues that would take him away from Eve City for a while. Lucikly, he knew that with these two under his control, he had a backdoor to get back into the city.

Backdoor. He smiled.

Plunging himself deep into Solara, he gently pounded the insides of her ass. She moaned instantly, the pain of insertion immediately replaced by the pleasure of his shaft and all the stimulation she had been getting today. He didn't have to hold back or hold it in this time. She was already fully committed to him. All he had to do was let nature take its course, and add his name to the unspecified list of people who had ravaged Solara in the ass, and emptied their sacks into her loving pucker. And Solara begged him to fill her up, to which he very readily agreed.

Once he was gone, the heroines would not consciously recall his presence, taking a shower together to rinse the gunk off of them, only aware that for this one day, the two of them had shared a loving experience together. Chances were they would do it again, without him. That could only work to his advantage, in the end.

***

The sensei couldn't hold it in anymore. His full load spurted deep inside Stephanie Shaw's over-stimulated love hole as he pounded her from above on the mat in the dojo, like he had been doing every Thursday night, around 8AM, for the past several weeks. Zephyr, on her back, had her legs wrapped around his butt, keeping him inside her as he emptied his forty-something self into her. Ever since he had caught her naked in his showers, he had taken advantage of his position as her sensei to exchange some favors with her - keeping her on as a student in exchanges for certain privileges on her young and nubile body. So far, he had not regretted the arrangement, and he had kept his end of the bargain, teaching her about new combat techniques and also expanding her sexual horizons. Stephanie had indulged in the training moreso than the sex, although he had provided her with some very intense moments of release along the way.

He pulled out of her, wiping himself off as his cum dripped out of her. Stephanie raised herself and also cleaned up the mess. As he retreated away from her to get his kimono, Stephanie shook her head and rose out from the reverie where she usually settled herself while it was happening. It wasn't that she disliked her sensei, it was simply that she did not fancy him that way, and letting her have his way with her was just the logical step in their training. But now, after everything that had happened Stephanie was ready to move on.

"Today was our last class, sensei."

He looked at her, puzzled. She got up, retrieving her own kimono and putting it on.

"I see," he simply stated.
"It has nothing to do with this... I no longer require your services as a trainer."
"Are you certain, young one?" he inquired, actually sounding concerned. "You have learned much, but you still have a lot to learn, and there is still a lot I can teach."

Zephyr supposed she had to come clean about it, in order for the break to happen.

"I can't train with you anymore, sensei.... I was raped."

He was concerned for a moment; he was not unaware of how their relationship might be viewed by the authorities should knowledge of it ever come to light, but she reassured him.

"Not by you... on... 'rape day'. I was raped by... many men."

It was a white lie - good enough to stand on its own.

"I gave you this last... time... because you didn't do anything to me. I could have walked away anytime. I didn't have to give in. I didn't have to keep going to classes, but I did. But after that day..."

He surprised her.

"Then we stop this... you and me... no more sex. Only training."
"That is kind, but I need to move on. Thank you for everything, sensei."

Stephanie did not even bother to go take a shower. She headed straight home and got changed there. She looked through her closet and took out a shirt with the exposed mid-riff, putting on a short blue skirt (which matched the color of her heroine suit), white socks and cute shoes. She tied her hair up in a ponytail with a blue ribbon, then headed out. She had a place to be.

She met up with Sally, her best friend from high school, in the street just outside her apartment. Sally was dressed in a pink tank top, her haid in pigtails with pink ribbons and highlights; she wore a dark frilly skirt with long pink socks up to her knees and black high-heels. As the two girls met face-to-face for the first since their afternoon together, they felt the awkwardness. It was Sally who spoke first.

"I'm so glad you called."
"Me too."

They gave themselves a big hug then, pulling back, their lips locked together. The kiss, though awkward, made them smile.

"Well..." said Sally, her voice full of sadness, "something good came out of it."

Stephanie examined her friend. Despite her livened up appearance, she could tell she had been crying.

"Tell me everything."

They sat on the steps leading up to the entrance of the building, to the side so they would not block the passage. Sally spilled her guts.

"It was great at first... my first foursome, with my best friend... Hank was nice too... but after that, it got weird. It was like Henry couldn't look at me anymore without seeing Hank's dick inside me or something. They got into a fight the next day, really bad... Henry basically put Hank in the hospital, got sent to holding... We're over. Him and I."
"It's not your fault," Stephanie tried be reassuring. "You were drugged. We all were."
"Yeah but... I don't know. It's like Henry changed... got meaner..."

Perhaps it was the Angel Dust, leaving a residual effect on the people that had been infected. It could very from individual to individual, Zephyr had been told. Some might get no lasting effect, others might see their psyche transformed, for better or worse, by the experience, with the chemicals altering their brain chemistry. It was all too advanced for her.

"So you're alone?"
"Yeah. And the rent is in my name. I'm stuck with the bill, and I can't afford it. I'm going to be forced to move back in with my mom."
"Come live with me."

Sally was stunned by the proposal, but she saw the seriousness in Stephanie's eyes.

"For real. We'll sublet your apartment, you can move into my place - it's big enough. I only have one bedroom... but I don't think that will be a problem."

Stephanie was taking a big chance here. She was pleasantly surprised by the complicit gaze in Sally's face.

"I'm sure we'll... manage."

There was no awkwardness in the response, and it made Stephanie tremble with anticipation. Her comment had been spur of the moment, unrehearsed, unplanned... and full of consequence, as she suddenly considered that her alter ego might have something to say about it.

"If we do this, though," started saying Stephanie, "there are a few things you'll need to know about me..."

The words hung in mid-air.

"But not tonight," she said, changing the topic. "Tonight, we go out, we party, have the best time of our lives and see where it leads."

Sally acquiesced. Stephanie was all smiles. Personally, she knew exactly where it would lead and, for once, she was very happy about it.

***

It was night now, and Megan Myers was relaxing in her apartment, still thinking about everything that had happened to her and her friends. Not just recently. Overall. Ever since that dreaded comet had raced across the sky, spewing its life-changing radiation over the city.

She had read the transcript of the arguments made by the SilverMan, as his file from the MTD now called him, those he had made in front of the Congress. Most of it was hogwash, diatribe with the intent of goading the people into a frenzy, and it had worked briiliantly. Luckily, it seemed the president was on their side. She wondered if it had anything to do with Star-Spangled Girl or Lieutenant Liberty, but she didn't really inquire. It was just speculation. But one argument from the villain had sparked a reflection in her, given what the Collector - the alien who had tried to impregnate her so she would spawn him in human form - had also said, about their genetic compatibility.

What if, she thought, the comet had not been a fluke of nature, but rather, a deliberate attempt to infect the population of the Earth. Imagine, she thought, a space-faring civilization arriving at a planet like Earth, full of people and culture. How would they interact with us? Perhaps by making us more like them was one of the possible answers. It wasn't an absolute realization, but it made her ponder about the fact that the comet might have been, for lack of a better comparison, a seeding ship, with the radiation itself being the seed. It would explain why the radiation was more reactive to people with the Y chromosome. They were the ones to be able to continue the species, not the men. The radiation had imbued several men with powerful and grisly abilities, but they all seemed to be mad or gone, no longer human. And it might also explain why the empowered heroines were more receptive to sexual provocation - an additional stimuli to help propagate the species.

At best, it was a theory, untested and based on logic leaps. Andromeda certainly didn't want to cause a panic with all this, but she would look into it.

Absent-mindedly, she caressed her belly, while looking out the window, to the open sky and stars above her.

***************************************************************

THE END (until I write again!)


